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Introduction
This report shows the results of the monitoring of
discrimination against LGBTQI1 persons in Saint Petersburg,
Russia in 2015. The monitoring was carried out by Coming Out
LGBT initiative group. Coming Out has been working in Saint
Petersburg since 2008 towards the goal of recognition by the
state and society of the human dignity and equal rights of each
person regardless of their sexual orientation and gender identity.
5CÐPSLÐQCKGL?PQÐ?LBÐPMSLBR?@JCQ ÐGQQSCÐ@PMAFSPCQ ÐM˾CPÐDPCCÐ
psychological and legal services for the LGBTQI community
and those close to it. Our work includes strategic litigation and
monitoring of discrimination of LGBTQI persons.

Methodology
The methodology of Coming Out’s monitoring program is
based on a standard guidance for the monitoring of human
rights violations and discrimination on the grounds of sexual
orientation and/or gender identity developed by Russian LGBT
Network together with ILGA-Europe and HURIDOCS.
The situations of LGBTQI communities in Saint Petersburg on
the one hand derives from vertical relations with government
authorities and individuals who may cause “classical” violations
of human rights (e.g. the restriction on freedom of expression
1
In this report with use abbreviations LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender persons) along with LGBTQI (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer
and intersex persons).
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and freedom of association, illegal actions or inaction of lawenforcement agencies, violation of the right to a fair trial). On
the other hand, many cases of discrimination against LGBTQI
persons happen in everyday life: at the workplace, in healthcare
facilities and educational institutions, in families and between
individuals (e.g. physical assault, insults, harassment, denial
of goods and services). In this report, we examine both types:
“classical” human rights violations (where the state, represented
@WÐ ?SRFMPGRGCQÐ ?LBÐ NS@JGAÐ ḾAG?JQ Ð GQÐ RFCÐ TGMJ?RMPÐ ?QÐ UCJJÐ ?QÐ
violations based on sexual orientation and/or gender identity
where private actors (individuals, commercial organizations,
healthcare facilities etc.) act as violators. Our analysis was
largely based on violations of the second type.
In the course of the monitoring process, the program
coordinator and a team of volunteers gather testimonials
of discrimination and violence against LGBTQI persons. The
monitoring relies on the following types of primary sources:
1) victims and witnesses of violations (testimonials gathered
via online questionnaire2); 2) Media reports; 3) information
gathered by governmental and non-governmental institutions;
4) observation at street actions and other public events;
5) appeals of victims to Coming Out’s Legal Assistance Program,
and case materials of Coming Out’s Strategic Litigation
Program; 6) messages in the Internet (blogs, online forums
and websites). Since January 2016, we monitor incidents of
BGQAPGKGL?RGMLÐQNCAG˿A?JJWÐ?E?GLQRÐRP?LQECLBCPÐNCPQMLQÐGLÐ1?GLRÐ
Petersburg in collaboration with the Transgender Legal Defense

2
Online questionnaire of Coming Out’s Monitoring Program: http://
comingoutspb.com/soobshchit-o-narushenii/.
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Project3; some of the information on cases of discrimination
reported here was gathered together with Transgender Legal
Defense Project or documented by volunteers of the Project.
All cases are collected in a database; with that, the monitoring
team contacts victims and witnesses to conduct interviews and
AML˿PKÐRFCÐGLDMPK?RGML
One of the goals of the program in 2015 was to expand the
monitoring and gather data on discrimination from a maximum
number of persons with diverse identities. Regrettably, the
monitoring selection remains limited due to the feeling of
vulnerability experienced by LGBTQI persons and their reluctance
to share stories. Many victims do not consider discrimination as
something worth of consideration and publicity, since they are
used to such situations and perceive them as normal.
As a result, mainly LGBTQI activists and open members
of LGBTQI communities are ready to report violations, while
incidents of violence and discrimination against closeted people
remain unknown. Thus, our selection is not representative
enough for a relevant quantitative research. In this report,
we describe cases of discrimination and present a qualitative
analysis in terms of accordance with the Russian legal system
and international human rights standards.

3
Monitoring of discrimination on grounds of discrepancy between appearance
?LBÐGBCLRG˿A?RGMLÐBMASKCLRQÐB?R?ÐAMLBSARCBÐ@WÐRFCÐ2P?LQECLBCPÐ*CE?JÐ"CDCLQCÐ.PMHCARÐÐ
http://pravo-trans.eu/ discrimination-monitoring/.
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Summary of the Monitoring Results
Taking into account the aforementioned methodological
restrictions, in 2015 we documented 122 incidents of human
rights violations on the grounds of sexual orientation and/or
gender identity.
The analysis of gathered data highlights the following
major problems faced by LGBTQI persons and LGBTQI activist
movement in Saint Petersburg in 2015.
Federal law banning “propaganda of non-traditional
sexual relations among minors” (Article 6.21 of the Russian
Administrative Code4) has not been applied in 2015 in Saint
Petersburg to hold liable for relevant actions. However, the
authorities used this law to abridge the constitutional rights to
freedom of assembly and freedom of expression. Throughout
the last year, several federal legislative initiatives were discussed
and new bills were tabled. Their enactment would have drastically
worsened the situation of the LGBTQI community. During the
BGQASQQGMLQ Ð JCEGQJ?RMPQ Ð NS@JGAÐ ḾAG?JQÐ ?LBÐ RFCÐ +CBG?Ð SQCBÐ
homophobic and insulting rhetoric, which inevitably supports
aggression towards LGBTQI persons in the society.
Hate crimes remain a pressing and challenging issue. During
2015, lawyers of Coming Out and other advocacy groups tried
SLQSAACQQDSJJWÐRMÐ?AFGCTCÐRFCÐAJ?QQG˿A?RGMLÐMDÐRFCÐKMRGTCÐMDÐF?RPCBÐ
in cases of assaults on LGBTQI persons and activists. In 2015,
Ð Ð2FCÐBKGLGQRP?RGTCÐ-˾CLACÐ!MBCÐMDÐRFCÐ0SQQG?LÐ$CBCP?RGMLÐ?QÐMDÐ"CACK@CPÐ
 ÐÐ̽Ð $*
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we documented a number of new homophobic assaults. Several
incidents took place during public events related to LGBT rights
GQQSCQ Ð'LÐMRFCPÐA?QCQ ÐTGMJCLACÐU?QÐNPCACBCBÐ@WÐGBCLRG˿A?RGMLÐ
of a person as LGBT, on grounds of their appearance, by the
assailants. In regards of such cases, either criminal proceedings
are not initiated at all, or the motive of hatred is not taken into
account; in most cases, assailants escape punishment. The
activities of organized homophobic groups, which assault
LGBTQI persons by luring them into private apartments for
setup dates, continue to be a serious issue.
Homophobic and transphobic hate speech and insulting
utterances, which justify violence and discrimination against
LGBTQI persons and support the existing negative stereotypes,
AMLRGLSCÐRMÐ@CÐTMGACBÐ@WÐNS@JGAÐ˿ESPCQÐMDÐ1?GLRÐ.CRCPQ@SPEÐ?LBÐ
PCK?GLÐRMÐ@CÐ?LMRFCPÐNPM@JCK ÐÐ'LÐ ÐBCQNGRCÐRFCÐC˾MPRQÐMDÐ
Coming Out’s team of lawyers and attorneys, we could not
achieve the implementation of existing civil, administrative and
criminal measures in cases regarding hate speech. Though the
Russian Criminal Code provides for recognition of the motive
of “hatred or hostility towards a given social group” as an
aggravating circumstance, LGBTQI persons still are not legally
recognized as a “social group” entitled to this protection against
hate crimes and hate speech.
Despite several positive examples of interaction with the
police regarding provision of security on public events, problems
concerning freedom of assembly and safety of public events
remain. The Monitoring Program has documented cases when
city authorities refused, referring to the law on “propaganda”,
to approve street rallies in support of LGBT rights. In addition,
we have documented cases of inaction of the police during
8

homophobic attacks on LGBT activists during street actions.
Homophobic activists and, in some cases, government
authorities have tried to prevent LGBTQI festivals through
pressurizing the venue owners and managers so that they
refused to hold events; in some cases homophobic activists
come to the venue trying to disrupt the event.
Outing5 of LGBTQI persons and their allies remains a serious
issue, especially for educational workers, when the goal of outing
is the educational worker’s dismissal. LGBTQI persons working
in education face pressure on the workplace and employment
denials due to their sexual orientation or gender identity.
Workplace discrimination is one of the main issues for the
transgender community, who are denied employment because
MDÐ BGQAPCN?LAWÐ @CRUCCLÐ RFCGPÐ ?NNC?P?LACÐ ?LBÐ GBCLRG˿A?RGMLÐ
documents.
The situation of transgender persons in Saint Petersburg
BCRCPGMP?RCBÐ BP?QRGA?JJWÐ GLÐ  Ð ˿PQRÐ ?LBÐ DMPCKMQRÐ PCE?PBGLEÐ
access to legal gender recognition: the quick procedure to change
BMASKCLRQÐGLÐ!GTGJÐ0CEGQRPWÐ-́ACQÐGQÐLMÐJMLECPÐ?AACQQG@JC Ð?LBÐ
transgender persons have to turn to court. Lack of access to
a quick procedure increases the risk of discrimination against
those transgender persons whose appearance has changed, but
whose documents still hold the old name and gender marker6.
5
“Outing” refers to acts of deliberate revealing of person’s sexual orientation
or gender identity by other persons without his or her permission, generally to the
purpose of ruining his or her reputation or causing problems in his or her professional
or private life.
Ð 0CDCPQÐRMÐRFCÐ£QCV¤ÐGLDMPK?RGMLÐ˿CJBÐGLÐGBCLRG˿A?RGMLÐBMASKCLRQ Ð?JQMÐA?JJCBÐ
“legal/passport sex”.



Cover image: counterprotester attacks a holder of a picket in support of LGBT teenagers. April 17,
2015. Photo by Alek Naza.
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The situation with access to healthcare, namely to quick
and professional diagnostic and hormone therapy, has also
worsened.
*% 2/'ÐNCPQMLQÐPCK?GLÐTSJLCP?@JCÐGLÐRFCÐ˿CJBÐMDÐD?KGJWÐJ?U Ð
In Saint Petersburg, as anywhere else in Russia, same-sex
couples cannot legitimize their relationship in any form and are
thus denied the enjoyment of all rights resulting from marriage
or recognized partnership. Beyond that, the Monitoring Program
has also documented cases of refusal to grant permission for
adoption on the grounds of sexual orientation, as well as a
refusal to divorce and refusal to conduct a wedding ceremony
for a couple of a cisgender7 woman and a transgender woman,
regardless of a masculine gender marker in the documents of
the latter.
The analysis of the documented violations of the rights of
LGBTQI persons in Saint Petersburg allows us to say that this
social group remains exceedingly unprotected in the existing
legislation and law enforcement practice. In order to improve
the situation of LGBTQI communities, we have developed
recommendations to the local authorities, medical workers and
non-governmental organizations of Saint Petersburg.

7
“Cisgender” refers to persons whose gender identity conforms with the gender
assigned at birth (opposite to transgender).
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Review of the Situation of LGBTQI
Persons in Russia in 2015
The situation of the LGBTQI community in Russia remained
negative in 2015.
In April and June 2015, Russian Public Opinion Research
Center (VTsIOM) conducted a poll on public attitude towards
“persons with non-traditional sexual orientation” and marriage
equality in Russia. According to the research results, 41%
of respondents agree that “the state must persecute people
with homosexual orientation and this phenomenon must be
eradicated”. 20% of respondents agree that homosexuals are
dangerous and “must be isolated from the society”8. Levada
!CLRCPÐ PCQC?PAFÐ MLÐ ?RRGRSBCÐ MDÐ 0SQQG?LQÐ RMU?PBQÐ BG˾CPCLRÐ
groups with “deviant behavior”, including homosexual people,
shows that 21% respondents agree that homosexuals must be
“eliminated” and 37% think that they must be “isolated”; this
B?R?ÐQFMUQÐRF?RÐFMKMNFM@G?ÐFGRÐPCAMPBÐJCTCJÐQGLACÐRFCÐ˿PQRÐQSAFÐ
NMJJÐGLÐ9.
Regulations banning “propaganda of non-traditional sexual
PCJ?RGMLQÐ?KMLEÐKGLMPQ¤ÐPRGAJCÐ ÐMDÐBKGLGQRP?RGTCÐ-˾CLACQÐ
Code of Russian Federation) were not applied to prosecute for
corresponding actions in Saint Petersburg in 2015. However,
RFCÐLCE?RGTCÐC˾CARQÐMDÐJ?UÐMLÐ£NPMN?E?LB?¤Ð?PCÐLMRGAC?@JCÐRFCÐ
8
Same-Sex Marriage: Pro And Contra: VTsIOM. Press-release 2876: http://
wciom.ru/index.php?id=236&uid=115315
Ð "CTG?RGLEÐ CF?TGMP Ð*CT?B?Ð!CLRCP Ð.PCQQÐPCJC?QCQ Ð  ÐFRRN UUU Ð
JCT?B? PS MJB    MRIJMLW?WSQFAFCCQW? NMTCBCLGC
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authorities use it to restrict the constitutional rights to freedom
of assembly10 and freedom of expression11, while homophobic
activists and even policy-makers justify the harassment of
LGBTQI persons by the necessity to protect children from
£E?WÐNPMN?E?LB?¤ Ð-̃CL ÐPCDCPCLACÐRMÐ£NPMN?E?LB?¤ÐGQÐSQCBÐRMÐ
pressurize LGBTQI persons and LGBTQI activists who work in
educational institutions: homophobic activists strive for their
dismissal, insisting that such teachers are dangerous for minors.
In 2015, several federal legislative initiatives were introduced.
10 In July 2015, Saint Petersburg city authorities repeatedly declined to approve
a march and rally because they detected violation of the law on “propaganda” in the
EM?JQÐ MDÐ RFCÐ CTCLRÐ KCLRGMLCBÐ GLÐ RFCÐ LMRG˿A?RGML Ð 5FCLÐ RFCÐ Q?KCÐ MPE?LGXCPQÐ LMRG˿CBÐ
the authorities on their intention to hold a rally in the specially designated place for
expression of public opinion, the authorities replied with a warning about the legal
responsibility for propagating non-traditional sexual relations among minors. See
chapter “Restricted Freedom of Assembly” section for more information on this case.
11 Here we refer to the case of “Children 404” Project. “Children 404” is an Internet
project aimed to support LGBT teenagers established in 2011 by activist Lena Klimova.
The project publishes letters from LGBT minors in social networks. In these letters,
teenagers share their problems of experiencing homophobia and transphobia from
their relatives, teachers, classmates and acquaintances. Members of the project share
RFCGPÐQRMPGCQÐ?LBÐQSNNMPRÐC?AFÐMRFCP Ð2FCÐNPMHCARÐ?JQMÐM˾CPQÐQSNNMPRÐDPMKÐTMJSLRCCPÐ
psychologists. On January 23, 2015 a court in Nizhny Tagil sentenced Klimova to a
˿LCÐMDÐ ÐPS@JCQÐ?NNPMVGK?RCJWÐÐ#SPMÐDMPÐTGMJ?RGLEÐRFCÐJ?UÐMLÐ£NPMN?E?LB?¤ Ð
$MJJMUGLEÐRFGQÐÐPSJGLE Ð?ARGTGQRQÐMDÐ£7MSLEÐ%S?PBQÐMDÐ£3LGRCBÐ0SQQG?¤Ð˿JCBÐ?ÐNCRGRGMLÐRMÐ
.PMQCASRMPÐ%CLCP?J¦QÐ-́ACÐUGRFÐ?ÐBCK?LBÐRMÐ@JMAIÐ£!FGJBPCLÐ¤ÐN?ECÐGLÐ4IMLR?IRCÐ
social network. On March 25, 2015, Oktyabrsky District Court of Saint Petersburg
QSQR?GLCBÐ?ÐKMRGMLÐK?BCÐ@WÐ.PMQCASRMPÐ%CLCP?J¦QÐ-́ACÐRMÐ?BBÐÐ£!FGJBPCLÐÐN?ECÐRMÐ
the list of websites banned on the territory of Russia. On October 1, Saint Petersburg
City Court dismissed Oktyabrsky District Court ruling and stopped the proceedings
@CA?SQCÐRFCÐBCAGQGMLÐMDÐ ?PL?SJÐ!CLRP?JÐ"GQRPGARÐ!MSPR¦QÐBCAGQGMLÐRMMIÐJCE?JÐC˾CARÐ?LBÐ
RFCÐNPMACCBGLEÐUFCPCÐRP?LQDCPPCBÐRMÐRFCÐAGRWÐMDÐ ?PL?SJ Ð̃CPÐ ?PL?SJÐ!MSPRÐPSJGLEÐRFCÐ
EPMSNÐ£!FGJBPCLÐ¤ÐGLÐ4IMLR?IRCÐLCRUMPIÐU?QÐ?BBCBÐRMÐ3LG˿CBÐ0CEGQRCPÐMDÐ.PMFG@GRCBÐ
Information and banned. The other case when “propaganda law” was implemented was
when activists were detained during single pickets on Dvortsovaya Square on August
2.See chapter “Restricted Freedom of Assembly” for more information on this case.
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If passed, these laws would deteriorate the situation of the
LGBTQI community dramatically. During the discussion of these
NPMNMQ?JQ ÐJCEGQJ?RMPQ ÐNS@JGAÐ˿ESPCQÐ?LBÐRFCÐ+CBG?ÐUGBCJWÐSQCBÐ
homophobic and humiliating rhetoric.
In May 2015, a bill de facto banning marriage for transgender
persons was introduced to the State Duma12. This bill proposed
to amend Article 14 of the Russian Family Code (“Circumstances
preventing marriage”) with the following paragraph: “a marriage
between two persons of the same sex (assigned at birth) is
prohibited, including cases when one of the marrying persons
has undergone a procedure of sex change before marriage or is
undergoing the procedure of sex change as of the time of marriage
registration”. In case this bill is passed, transgender persons
UGJJÐ LMRÐ @CÐ ?@JCÐ RMÐ K?PPWÐ @CDMPC Ð BSPGLEÐ MPÐ ?̃CPÐ RP?LQGRGMLGLE Ð
According to Transgender Legal Defense Project, this bill fails
to meet rules of legal engineering, and is inconsistent with
international law and the Russian Constitution; the proposed
law cannot be applied without violating the rights and legally
protected interests of the citizens13.
-LÐ -ARM@CPÐ  Ð  Ð ?Ð @GJJÐ RGRJCBÐ £-LÐ RFCÐ ?KCLBKCLRQÐ RMÐ
RFCÐBKGLGQRP?RGTCÐ-˾CLQCÐ!MBCÐMDÐRFCÐ0SQQG?LÐ$CBCP?RGMLÐGLÐ
part for public expression of non-traditional sexual relations)”
was introduced to the State Duma. The bill intends to introduce
NCL?JRWÐ˿LCQÐDPMKÐÐRMÐÐRFMSQ?LBÐPS@JCQÐÐ#SPMÐDMPÐNS@JGAÐ
12Ð
GJJÐ̽Ð Ð£!MLACPLGLEÐKCLBKCLRQÐRMÐPRGAJCÐÐMDÐ"MKCQRGAÐ0CJ?RGMLQÐ
Code of Russian Federation (In Part Concerning Prohibition Of Marriage Between People
-DÐ1?KCÐ1CVÐ"C˿LCBÐRÐ GPRFÐ'LAJSBGLEÐ!?QCQÐMDÐ1CVÐAF?LECÐ@WÐ-LCÐMDÐRFCÐ+?PPWGLEÐ
.CPQMLQ¤ÐFRRN ?QMXB BSK? EMT PS K?GL LQD 1NP?TI?-NCLECLR0, 
13 Statement by lawyers of Transgender Legal Defense Project, May 15,
2015:
http://pravo-trans.eu/zayavlenie-yuristov-proekta-pravovoj-pomoshhitransgendernym-lyudyam/
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demonstration of “perverted sexual attraction in public places”14.
The same actions in educational and cultural institutions would
be punishable by administrative arrest up to 15 days. The bill and
CVNJ?L?RMPWÐLMRCÐGLAJSBCBÐLSKCPMSQÐFSKGJG?RGLEÐ?LBÐSLQAGCLRG˿AÐ
remarks and positive references to the “Sodomy” article of
RFCÐ !PGKGL?JÐ !MBC Ð UFGAFÐ F?BÐ @CCLÐ GLÐ DMPACÐ SLRGJÐ  Ð Ð -LÐ
January 18, 2016, the State Duma Committee on Constitutional
Legislation and State-Building recommended the lower house
MDÐ.?PJG?KCLRÐRMÐPCHCARÐRFGQÐ@GJJ Ð-LÐ$C@PS?PWÐ Ð ÐRFCÐ@GJJÐ
U?QÐPCHCARCBÐGLÐRFCÐ˿PQRÐPC?BGLE
On December 18, 2015, the State Duma Committee on
Constitutional Legislation and State-Building introduced the
PCTGQCBÐ TCPQGMLÐ MDÐ BKGLGQRP?RGTCÐ -˾CLQCÐ !MBC15, where the
penalty amount for “propaganda of non-traditional sexual
relationships” is hugely increased16.
The introductions of such bills and initiatives, as well as
homophobic rhetoric used in debates and Media discussions,
inevitably contribute to the increase of enmity towards LGBTQI
persons in the general public.
In December 2014, a regulation of the Russian Government
14Ð
GJJÐ ̽Ð  Ð £!MLACPLGLEÐ ?KCLBKCLRQÐ RMÐ BKGLGQRP?RGTCÐ -˾CLQCÐ !MBCÐ
of Russian (concerning determination of responsibility for public expression of
non-traditional sexual relations)”: http://asozd2c.duma.gov.ru/addwork/scans.nsf
CBA@DA?AC ?B?ACCBA $'
*#   ."$
15Ð
GJJÐ̽Ð ÐMLÐBKGLGQRP?RGTCÐ-˾CLQCÐ!MBCÐMDÐRFCÐ0SQQG?LÐ$CBCP?RGMLÐ
FRRN ?QMXBA BSK? EMT PS ?BBUMPI QA?LQ LQD '" $$! !$$
Ð! $'*#  ==  NBD
16 State Duma may increase penalty for propaganda of homosexualism among
minors: RIA News. 23.10.2015: http://ria.ru/society/20151023/1307111005.html.
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approved of a list of medical contraindications for motor vehicle
driving17, which lists a number of diagnoses of “mental and
behavioral disorders” from ICD-10, including “transsexualism”
(F64.0), a diagnosis which is necessary in Russia in order to
access medical (surgical) and legal gender reassignment. It is
likely that inclusion of this diagnosis into the list was accidental
and was not purposively aimed at discriminating transgender
NCPQMLQ Ð ̃CPÐ ?Ð U?TCÐ MDÐ LCE?RGTCÐ +CBG?Ð PC?ARGMLÐ RMÐ RFCÐ LCUÐ
regulations, in January 2015 a representative of the Ministry of
Health made a statement that “mental or behavioral disorder
per se cannot be considered a contraindication for motor vehicle
driving”18 and consequently the new list will not become an
obstacle for obtaining driving licenses for transgender persons.
5CÐ F?TCÐ LMRÐ FC?PBÐ MDÐ QNCAG˿AÐ A?QCQÐ MDÐ BGQAPGKGL?RGMLÐ ?E?GLQRÐ
transgender persons in connection with the new regulations
in Saint Petersburg. However, transgender persons still face
RFCÐPGQIÐMDÐ@CGLEÐBGQAPGKGL?RCBÐ?RÐRFCÐJMA?JÐJCTCJÐUFCLÐQNCAG˿AÐ
psychiatrists interpret the list loosely.
The report by Russian LGBT Network on the results of
monitoring of discrimination and violence against LGBT persons
in Russia in 201519 highlights the following tendencies and major
types of violations faced by LGBT throughout the country: use of
the “propaganda law” to limit the rights to freedom of assembly
17Ð 0CESJ?RGMLÐ MDÐ RFCÐ %MTCPLKCLRÐ MDÐ RFCÐ 0SQQG?LÐ $CBCP?RGMLÐ ̽Ð  Ð Ð
December «Concerning list of medical counterindications, medical grounds and medical
restrictions for motor, vehicle driving”: http://publication.pravo.gov.ru/Document/
4GCU ÐGLBCVP?LEC1GXCӼ
18 Ministry of Health disproved driving prohibition for LGBTs, Lenta.ru, 13
January 2015: http://lenta.ru/news/2015/01/13/autolgbt.
 Report on Discrimination And Violence Against LGBT People in Russia in 2015:
the Results of Monitoring: Russian LGBT Network: http://www.lgbtnet.org/ru/content/
diskriminaciya-i-nasilie-v-otnosheniilgbt-v-rossii-v-2015-rezultaty-monitoring



and freedom of expression, as well as to violate the right to
private and family life (e.g., restriction of parental rights of LGBT
persons); disregard of the motive of hatred in investigations of
physical violence incidents; persecution of LGBT educational
workers; vulnerability of the transgender community,
intersectional discrimination (increased vulnerability of people
who are members of two or more minorities, for example
LGBT persons with disabilities); unwillingness of victims to
report violence and discrimination to law enforcement agencies
and unwillingness of law enforcement agencies to start
investigations in cases where LGBT persons were victims.
Almost all of these tendencies are relevant for Saint
Petersburg, which can be seen in the cases described below.
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Hate crimes
The term hate crime applies to prejudice-motivated criminal
activity against a member of a certain group of people.
&MKMNFM@GAÐ MPÐ RP?LQNFM@GAÐ F?RCÐ APGKCQÐ ?PCÐ APGKCQÐ M̃CLÐ
physical violence, attacks) motivated by hate or enmity towards
LGBTQI persons.
International human rights institutions have developed a
series of standards for governmental authorities to prevent and
investigate homophobic and transphobic hate crimes, as well
as to punish such crimes and compensate the victims. Thus, the
Recommendation of the Committee of Ministers of the Council
MDÐ #SPMNCÐ NPMNMQCQÐ RMÐ KCK@CPÐ QR?RCQÐ RMÐ CLQSPCÐ C˾CARGTC Ð
prompt and impartial investigation into alleged cases of crimes
and other incidents, and to that when determining sanctions,
a bias motive related to sexual orientation or gender identity
may be taken into account as an aggravating circumstance20.
As of 2012, The Committee Against Torture has recommended
to the Russian Federation to investigate all acts of violence
?LBÐ BGQAPGKGL?RGMLÐ NPMKNRJW Ð GKN?PRG?JJWÐ ?LBÐ C˾CARGTCJW Ð @PGLEÐ
the perpetrators to justice, provide redress to the victims, to
compile statistics regarding all crimes against LGBT and to
publicly condemn attacks against LGBT persons and to conduct
GLDMPK?RGML?JÐCBSA?RGML?JÐNPMEP?KQÐ?KMLEÐNMJGACÐḾACPQ21.
20 Recommendation of the Committee Of Ministers of the Council of Europe,
+?PAFÐ  Ð Ð ̽Ð !+ Ð 0CAÐ RMÐ KCK@CPÐ QR?RCQÐ MLÐ KC?QSPCQÐ RMÐ AMK@?RÐ
discrimination on grounds of sexual orientation and gender identity.: http://www.coe.
GLR R BEFJ QR?LB?PBQCRRGLE FPNMJGAW .S@JGA?RGMLQ *% 2=CL NBD
21 Committee Against Torture. Concluding Observations: Russian Federation.
CAT/C/ RUS/ CO/5 (2012). Para. 15.
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Failure to Recognize LGBT as a Social Group
The current version of the Russian Criminal Code22 allows
to consider the motive of hatred against a social group as an
aggravating circumstance (para. “e” part 1 of Article 63 of the
0SQQG?LÐ!PGKGL?JÐ!MBCÐMPÐBC˿LGLEÐGLBGAG?ÐGLÐN?PRGASJ?PÐN?P? Ð£G¤Ð
part 2 of Article 105, para. “e” part 2 of Article 111, para. “e” part
2 of Article 112 of the Criminal Code). However, all attempts to
apply those norms to homophobic and transphobic hate crimes
have been futile. LGBTQI persons were not recognized as a
social group even in cases where the police and courts were
NPCQCLRCBÐUGRFÐCVNCPRÐMNGLGMLQÐAML˿PKGLEÐRFCÐMNNMQGRC
In 2014, the Constitutional Court of Russia introduced a ruling
on federal law on “propaganda of non-traditional sexual relations
among minors”, stating: ‘The state should take measures
aimed at eliminating possible infringements of the rights and
legal interests of individuals based on their sexual orientation,
?LBÐ ES?P?LRCCÐ C˾CARGTCÐ MNNMPRSLGRGCQÐ DMPÐ RFCÐ NPMRCARGMLÐ ?LBÐ
restoration of their violated rights based on the principle of equal
rights before the law and the court. The given constitutional
principle, which assumes, inter alia, the inadmissibility of both
PCQRPGARGLEÐPGEFRQÐ?LBÐDPCCBMKQÐ?LBÐM˾CPGLEÐ?BT?LR?ECQÐ@?QCBÐ
on belonging to one or another social group, under which
can be understood groups of individuals of a particular sexual
MPGCLR?RGML ÐGQÐAMLAPCRCJWÐBC˿LCBÐGLÐRFCÐLMPKQÐMDÐRFCÐJCEGQJ?RGMLÐ
PCESJ?RCBÐ QNCAG˿AÐ ?PC?Q Ð 1R?RCÐ ?LBÐ JCE?JÐ NPMRCARGMLÐ DPMKÐ
discrimination, including that motivated by belonging or nonbelonging to a social group, is also ensured by the application of
Ð!PGKGL?JÐ!MBCÐMDÐRFCÐ0SQQG?LÐ$CBCP?RGMLÐ?QÐMDÐ(SLCÐ ÐÐ̽Ð $*
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?BKGLGQRP?RGTCÐ?PRGAJCÐ ÐMDÐRFCÐBKGLGQRP?RGTCÐ-˾CLACÐ!MBCÐMDÐ
the Russian Federation) and criminal (point e, part one, article 63
and article 136 of the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation)
liability measures”23. Lawyers and attorneys of Coming Out use
this ruling in their cases; however investigators and judges do
not take it into account.
In March 2015, reviewing the periodical report of the Russian
Federation on implementation of provisions of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the United Nations Human
Rights Committee indicated the necessity to apply the provisions
of para. 1 of Article 63 of the Criminal Code in cases of crimes
committed with the motive of hatred against LGBT persons,
which means it recognized LGBT as a social group which must
be protected from discrimination and crimes committed with the
motive of hatred against a social group24. In October 2015, during
the review of Russia’s periodical report in the United Nations
Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women,
the experts expressed their dismay at lack of implementation
of the provisions of the Criminal Code concerning the hatred
motive against the social group of LBT women25.

23 Decision of 23 September 2014 No. 24-P of the Constitutional Court of the
Russian Federation in its review of the constitutionality of part 1, article 6.21 of the
BKGLGQRP?RGTCÐ-˾CLACÐ!MBCÐMDÐRFCÐ0SQQG?LÐ$CBCP?RGMLÐGLÐAMLLCARGMLÐUGRFÐRFCÐNCRGRGMLÐ
of citizens N.A. Alekseyev, Y.N. Yevtushenko, and D.A. Isakov.
24 Human Rights Committee. Concluding observations: Russian Federation.
CCPR/C/ RUS/CO/7 (2015). Paragraph 1.
25 Record of the meeting of the Committee on the Elimination of the Discrimination
against Women on October 27, 2015: http://www.treatybodywebcast.org/category/
webcast-archives/.
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The data gathered by Monitoring Program of Coming Out
group can be divided into three categories:
1. Physical assaults on LGBT activists during LGBTQI events (3 cases);
2. Physical assaults on LGBT persons unconnected to public events (4
cases);
3. Assaults through alluring the victim on a setup date (12 cases);

Physical Assaults on LGBT Activists during LGBTQI
Public Events
• On April 17, 2015, a group of LGBT activists was holding
pickets dedicated to the Day of Silence, a commemorative date
when the LGBTQI community raises the issues of discrimination
and the veil of silence over it. Several people were rotating in
single pickets on Malaya Sadovaya street, protesting against the
silencing of the situation of LGBTQI minors. Approximately six
NMJGACÐḾACPQÐ?LBÐ?ÐEPMSNÐMDÐHMSPL?JGQRQÐUCPCÐNPCQCLR ÐL?RMJWÐ
Artyukh, leader of the right-wing Narodny Sobor (“People’s
Gathering” or “People’s Cathedral”) movement and renowned
homophobe, also appeared on the venue. Artyukh and a group
of aggressive people repeatedly insulted the participants of the
picket, using humiliating expressions and trying to obstruct the
event. At some point, the activists and their opponents started
an intense argument, and a heavily built elderly man started to
insult M., a transgender activist who was standing between the
picketing activist and her opponents. While talking to M., this
man said “you all must be killed” and physically assaulted M.:
he grabbed M. by the throat and started to strangle him. Other
?ARGTGQRQÐNSQFCBÐFGKÐ?QGBC Ð2FCÐNMJGACÐḾACPQÐQ?UÐRFCÐGLAGBCLRÐ
@SRÐBGBÐLMRÐGLRCPDCPCÐ?LBÐBGBÐLMRÐBCR?GLÐRFCÐNCPNCRP?RMPÐCTCLÐ?̃CPÐ
+ Ð ?NNPM?AFCBÐ RFCÐ ḾACP Ð BCQAPG@CBÐ RFCÐ NFWQGA?JÐ ?QQ?SJRÐ ?LBÐ
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showed bruises on his throat. On April 20, M. documented the
RP?SK?ÐGLÐ?Ð˿PQR ?GBÐQR?RGMLÐ?LBÐMLÐRFCÐQ?KCÐB?WÐ˿JCBÐ?ÐPCNMPRÐRMÐ
the police where he demanded to initiate criminal proceedings
SLBCPÐPRGAJCÐÐ'LRCLBCBÐ'L̀GARGMLÐMDÐ+GLMPÐ&?PKÐRMÐ&C?JRFÐ
and Article 116 (Battery)26 of the Russian Criminal Code. The
police refused to initiate a criminal investigation. They explained
their refusal by the impossibility to identify the assailant and
absence of the event of a crime27.
• On April 17, 2015, an anti-discrimination was held on
Nevsky Prospect. The rally began at the square in front of the
Galereya shopping mall. Some participants of the event had
noticed a group of people in sports clothes standing nearby
and watching the activists. The participants assumed that these
people were homophobic provokers. They informed the police
ḾACPQÐ?@MSRÐ?ÐNMQQG@JCÐNPMTMA?RGML ÐUFMÐGLÐRSPLÐ?QQSPCBÐRFCÐ
LGBT activists that they were going to escort the march and
would stop any provocation. When the rally started, the group
of young people in sports clothes followed the participants.
Some of them insulted the activists. The police asked the group
to stop the provocations. However, when the participants were
APMQQGLEÐ,CTQIWÐ.PMQNCAR Ð?LÐSLGBCLRG˿CBÐWMSLEÐK?LÐDPMKÐRFCÐ
group took out a bottle of beer and started to splutter the liquid
on LGBT activists. The activists seized the provoker and handed
FGKÐMTCPÐRMÐRFCÐNMJGAC Ð2FCÐK?PAFÐPCQSKCB Ð&MUCTCP Ð?̃CPÐQMKCÐ
RGKCÐ?LMRFCPÐNPMTMICPÐPGNNCBÐRFCÐJC?̀CRQÐDPMKÐRFCÐF?LBQÐMDÐMLCÐ
of the participants and threw them on the ground. The police
BCR?GLCBÐFGK Ð̃CPÐQMKCÐRGKCÐ?LMRFCPÐK?LÐSQCBÐ?ÐNCNNCPÐQNP?WÐ
on the participants of the rally. We know of at least two persons
26Ð !PGKCÐ,MRG˿A?RGMLÐ*ME@MMIÐ ÐNPGJÐ Ð
27 Order to dismiss criminal complaint, April 24, 2015 by the chief district police
ḾACPÐMDÐRFCÐNMJGACÐḾACÐÐMDÐRFCÐBKGLGQRP?RGMLÐMDÐRFCÐ0SQQG?LÐ+GLGQRPWÐMDÐ'LRCPL?JÐ
˾?GPQÐGLÐRFCÐ!CLRP?JÐ"GQRPGARÐMDÐ1?GLRÐ.CRCPQ@SPE
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who were hurt by the spray: they felt sick, experienced dizziness
?LBÐ RFPM?RÐ GPPGR?RGMLÐ ?̃CPÐ RFCÐ GLAGBCLR Ð &MUCTCP Ð RFCWÐ BGBÐ LMRÐ
request medical assistance.
• On November 22, a group of homophobes violently attacked
JCVCW Ð?ÐESCQRÐMDÐRFCÐ1GBCÐ@WÐ1GBCÐ*% 2Ð˿JKÐDCQRGT?J ÐÐDCQRGT?JÐ
screening took place in the hotel Sokos Hotel Palace Bridge on
GPHCTMWÐJ?LC ÐJCVCWÐF?BÐJC̃ÐRFCÐTCLSCÐLMRÐJMLEÐ@CDMPCÐRFCÐCLBÐ
MDÐRFCÐ˿JK Ð'LÐRFCÐQRPCCR ÐFCÐQ?UÐRUMÐKCLÐU?RAFGLEÐFGKÐGLRCLRJWÐ
UFGJCÐFCÐN?QQCBÐRFCK Ð1FMPRJWÐ?̃CPÐRF?R Ð?LMRFCPÐSLILMULÐK?LÐ
walked toward him. The man said: “Hi, faggot!” and hit Alexey in
RFCÐD?ACÐUGRFÐFGQÐ˿QR ÐJCVCWÐRPGCBÐRMÐPSLÐ@?AIÐRMÐRFCÐFMRCJ Ð@SRÐ
the two men who were watching him earlier ran toward him and
ASRÐFGKÐM˾ Ð2FCWÐ?QQ?SJRCBÐFGK Ð@C?RÐFGKÐUGRFÐRFCGPÐF?LBQÐ?LBÐ
feet and shouted insults: “Well, fag”, “Catch it, faggot”, “Jerk”.
The attackers blocked Alexey from running back to the guarded
hotel. Alexey tried to run away, but the attackers followed him,
knocked him down and continued to hit him with their feet for
another minute. When Alexey cried for help, they stopped their
attack and Alexey managed to stand up and run away. Turning
around, he saw that the attackers had joined a larger group of
approximately 10 men. This group marched to the Sokos hotel
shouting in unison “A good faggot is dead faggot!” When Alexey
distanced himself from the venue, he called the ambulance and
the police. His face was damaged, his nose was broken and he
DCJRÐBGXXW ÐJCVCWÐU?QÐR?ICLÐRMÐRFCÐ+?PGGLQIWÐFMQNGR?JÐ?̃CPÐQMKCÐ
time he felt sharp pain in his side and breastbone. Alexey was
provided with immediate medical assistance; he was diagnosed
with concussion and nose fracture. Also, his kidneys were
damaged. Alexey spent two days in the hospital and a week
GLÐQRPGARÐ@CBÐAML˿LCKCLR Ð2UMÐMRFCPÐESCQRQÐMDÐRFCÐDCQRGT?JÐF?BÐ
UGRLCQQCBÐRFCÐ?QQ?SJR Ð2FCWÐQ?UÐRF?RÐ?̃CPÐ?RR?AIGLEÐJCVCW ÐRFCÐ
assailants joined the group of other aggressive men, came up to
the hotel entrance and tried to enter the building.
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-LÐ,MTCK@CPÐ ÐJCVCWÐ˿JCBÐ?ÐPCNMPRÐRMÐRFCÐNMJGACÐBCK?LBGLEÐRMÐ
start criminal proceedings on the indicia of the crime under para.
«g», «d», «e» part 2 of Article 112 of the Criminal Code (Intended
'L̀GARGMLÐMDÐ+CBGSKÐ&?PKÐRMÐ&C?JRFÐ?LBÐN?PRÐÐMDÐPRGAJCÐÐ
of the Criminal Code (Hooliganism). The police carried out an
inspection and interrogated witnesses; the investigator claimed
RMÐ F?TCÐ GLRCPPME?RCBÐ ?Ð QR?˾Ð KCK@CPÐ MDÐ RFCÐ NPGT?RCÐ QCASPGRWÐ
˿PKÐ?LBÐRMÐF?TCÐPCAMTCPCBÐQCASPGRWÐPCAMPBGLEQÐDPMKÐRFCÐFMRCJ Ð
JCVCW¦QÐKCBGA?JÐACPRG˿A?RCQÐUCPCÐQCLRÐRMÐ?ÐKCBGA?JÐCV?KGL?RGMLÐ
investigation time limit has ended by the time the documents
were examined. Despite of interrogating witnesses, the police
refused to start criminal proceedings on the ground of lack of
CTGBCLACÐ MDÐ F?PKÐ RMÐ FC?JRF Ð &MUCTCP Ð RFCÐ .PMQCASRMP¦QÐ -́ACÐ
returned the case for reinvestigation, because the proceedings
UCPCÐ BCLGCBÐ UFGJCÐ RFCÐ KCBGA?JÐ ACPRG˿A?RCQÐ UCPCÐ QRGJJÐ @CGLEÐ
examined. Another medical examination was commissioned,
but again it did not meet deadline and the case was transferred
RMÐRFCÐ.PMQCASRMP¦QÐ-́ACÐDMPÐRFCÐQCAMLBÐRGKC Ð2FCÐGLTCQRGE?RMPÐ
PCDSQCBÐRMÐPCAMTCPÐKCBGA?JÐACPRG˿A?RCQÐDPMKÐRFCÐAJGLGAÐQGLACÐRFCÐ
KCBGA?JÐRPC?RKCLRÐU?QÐLMRÐ˿LGQFCB Ð̃CPÐRF?R ÐFCÐBGBÐLMRÐUMPIÐ
on the case due to illness. The investigator advised Alexey’s
PCNPCQCLR?RGTCÐ RMÐ PCAMTCPÐ ACPRG˿A?RCQÐ FCPQCJD Ð 'LÐ D?AC RM D?ACÐ
dialogue, the investigator clearly stated that he was not going
to resume the investigations on this case because the attackers
AMSJBÐ LMRÐ @CÐ GBCLRG˿CBÐ FCÐ AMSJBÐ LMRÐ QR?PRÐ APGKGL?JÐ NPMACCBGLEÐ
because he did not receive the results of medical examination
and was not sure which article of the Criminal Code he should
use to start the proceedings. Thus, the inquiry bodies did not
ensure the start of criminal proceedings. According the Alexey’s
representative, such proceedings must be initiated immediately
due to the fact of harm to health, regardless of the perpetrators’
motive28.
28 The description is based on the interview with the survivor, the survivor’s
representative and a witness of the incident.
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• In 2015, the lawyers of Coming Out continued their
attempts to classify the motive of hatred in the case against
Gleb Likhotkin. On May 17, 2012, during the annual LGBTQI
“Rainbow Flashmob” rally Likhotkin, the leader of radical
-PRFMBMVÐ £5?PPGMPQÐ MDÐ *GDC¤Ð KMTCKCLRÐ ˿PCBÐ DPMKÐ ?Ð E?QÐ NGQRMJÐ
at Boris Romanov, participant of the rally. Boris Romanov was
talking to journalists and holding an air ball with an inscription
“Christ loves both men and women” when the attack happened.
0MK?LMTÐ QS˾CPCBÐ @PSGQCQÐ RMÐ RFCÐ D?ACÐ ?LBÐ ?Ð AFCKGA?JÐ @SPLÐ RMÐ
both eyes. Likhotkin was detained by the police immediately
?̃CPÐ RFCÐ ?QQ?SJR Ð 5FGJCÐ @CGLEÐ BCR?GLCB Ð *GIFMRIGLÐ QFMSRCBÐ
“Sodomy is a mortal sin!” That day, criminal proceedings were
initiated under para. «a», part 1 of Article 213 of the Criminal
!MBCÐ &MMJGE?LGQK Ð 0MK?LMT¦QÐ PCNPCQCLR?RGTCÐ ˿JCBÐ ?Ð NCRGRGMLÐ
to investigate the homophobic motive of the assault, which
was dismissed. On November 11, 2013, Petrogradsky District
Court found Likhotkin guilty of hooliganism but did not classify
the crime as motivated by hatred or hostility against LGBT. The
AMSPRÐ ˿LCBÐ *GIFMRIGLÐ UGRFÐ Ð RFMSQ?LBÐ PS@JCQÐ Ð #SPMÐ MDÐ
compensation for moral harm. Romanov appealed the verdict
to the City Court. However, in 2014 the appeal was dismissed
due to amnesty. In 2014, the victim’s lawyer petitioned the
European Court of Human Rights, claiming violation of several
provisions of the European Convention: Article 3 (lack of proper
investigation of incident involving minimal level of cruelty) in
accordance with Article 14 (Prohibition of Discrimination); Article
11 (assault during peaceful event; violation of the obligation
to investigate such crimes) also in accordance with Article 14
(Prohibition of Discrimination). In the beginning of 2015, Boris
0MK?LMTÐ˿JCBÐ?ÐPCNMPRÐRMÐ,CTQIWÐ"GQRPGARÐ!MSPRÐUGRFÐBCK?LBÐRMÐ
recover compensation for moral harm29. On May 26, 2015, the
AMSPRÐQ?RGQ˿CBÐFGQÐAJ?GKQÐ?LBÐPCAMTCPCBÐÐRFMSQ?LBÐPS@JCQÐ
Ð ,CTQIWÐ "GQRPGARÐ !MSPRÐ MDÐ 1?GLRÐ .CRCPQ@SPE Ð A?QCÐ ̽Ð    Ð RFCÐ HSBECÐ
Ikonnikova N.G.
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(700 Euro) as a compensation for moral injury. However, the motive
of hatred again was not taken into account30.

Physical Assaults on LGBT Persons
Unconnected to Public Events
Homophobic and transphobic assaults happen not only during
public events. Not only LGBT activists become the victims of such
assaults, but members of LGBTQI community who are closeted
and not involved in politics at all. However, homophobes identify
them by their appearance or behavior.
• In 2015, the team of lawyers and attorneys of Coming Out
continued their attempts to obtain justice in connection to the
?QQ?SJRÐMLÐ?ÐJCQ@G?LÐAMSNJC Ð-LÐRFCÐLGEFRÐMDÐ-ARM@CPÐ Ð Ð
RUMÐSLGBCLRG˿CBÐKCLÐ?QQ?SJRCBÐRUMÐUMKCLÐUFMÐUCPCÐPCRSPLGLEÐ
home on the last subway train. The men saw the women hugging
on the escalator and followed them; on the street, one of the
men attacked the women, hitting them both in the face, head
and body, while the other one recorded the attack on his phone
camera. During the attack, the men were shouting homophobic
insults (“Fucking lesbians!”, “I’ve seen you - you propagandize
LGBT!”, “No to LGBT!”). Before running away, one of the men
said he would kill the women if he ever saw them again. The
survivors sustained bodily injuries and experienced deep stress.
On October 21, they reported the attack to the police, who took
virtually no steps to look into the facts they reported in their
AMKNJ?GLR Ð-LÐ-ARM@CPÐ ÐRFCWÐ˿JCBÐ?ÐPCNMPRÐRMÐRFCÐ.PMQCASRMP¦QÐ
30 The case is a part of Strategic Litigation Program of LGBT initiative group
“Coming Out”.



-́ACÐMLÐD?GJSPCÐMDÐRFCÐNMJGACÐRMÐ?AR ÐÐ-LÐ-ARM@CPÐ ÐRFCÐUMKCLÐ
received a refusal to initiate criminal proceedings on the
grounds of unavailability of witnesses and inability to identify
the suspect31. Following a series of refusals to initiate criminal
NPMACCBGLEQ ÐGLÐ+?WÐÐ?ÐAPGKGL?JÐA?QCÐU?QÐ˿L?JJWÐGLGRG?RCB Ð
However, law enforcement authorities did not consider hatred
as a motive for the crime: the proceedings began under Part 1 of
Article 116 of the Criminal Code of Russian Federation (Violence
£-AASPPGLEÐBSPGLEÐ?Ð!ML̀GARÐ0CQSJRGLEÐDPMKÐ.CPQML?JÐ&MQRGJGRGCQ¤ Ð
2FCÐTGARGKQÐ˿JCBÐ?ÐNCRGRGMLÐ?QIGLEÐRMÐPCAJ?QQGDWÐRFCÐA?QCÐ?LBÐR?ICÐ
motive of hatred into account. In their statements, the women
consistently referred to homophobic insults that accompanied
the assault. On June 20, the investigator dismissed their petition,
PCDCPPGLEÐRMÐRFCÐD?ARÐRF?RÐRFCÐKMRGTCÐA?LÐ@CÐCQR?@JGQFCBÐMLJWÐ?̃CPÐ
RFCÐGBCLRG˿A?RGMLÐMDÐRFCÐ?QQ?GJ?LRQÐ?LB ÐQGLACÐRFCÐKCLÐUCPCÐLMRÐ
found, there was “no information on the motives of hatred to
lesbian women and LGBT social group.”32

Four similar attacks were documented in 2015.
• In February 2015, a group of men attempted to attack
Ruslan Savolainen, a gay man, in the subway. Ruslan stepped
out of a subway train on Pionerskaya station when he noticed a
group of seven men. Due to their appearance, Ruslan suggested
that they belong to a nationalist group. One of them noticed
0SQJ?LÐ?LBÐQ?GBÐJMSBJWÐ£*MMI Ð?ÐD?EÔ¤Ð̃CPÐRF?R ÐRFCÐEPMSNÐRSPLCBÐ
and followed Ruslan; by their behavior and the fragments of
conversation, Ruslan understood that they were going to attack
31Ð -PBCPÐRMÐBGQKGQQÐAPGKGL?JÐAMKNJ?GLR Ð-ARM@CPÐ Ð Ð?́PKCBÐ@WÐRFCÐ.MJGACÐ
1R?RGMLÐÐ&C?BÐ-́ACPÐMDÐRFCÐBKGLGQRP?RGMLÐMDÐRFCÐ+GLGQRPWÐMDÐ'LRCPL?JÐ˾?GPQÐMDÐ0SQQG?Ð
in Moskovsky District of Saint Petersburg, major of the police R.A. Shadiev.
32 The case is a part of Strategic Litigation Program of Coming Out LGBT initiative
group.
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him. He ran up the escalator. They chased him upstairs and to
RFCÐQRPCCR Ð0SQJ?LÐRMMIÐRFCÐ˿PQRÐR?VGÐFCÐQ?UÐ?LBÐJC̃ Ð0SQJ?LÐU?QÐ
not wearing any LGBT symbols and was dressed simply that
day, his appearance and slim build was probably the only reason
DMPÐRFCÐ?RR?AI Ð0SQJ?LÐBGBÐLMRÐ˿JCÐ?ÐPCNMPRÐRMÐRFCÐNMJGAC33.
• On April 18, 2015, at about 2.30 p.m., a gay man and LGBT
activist D. was attacked on Nevsky Prospect. D. was wearing
rainbow badge and rainbow sunglasses. Two men were walking
towards him. When they approached D., one of them punched
FGKÐMLÐRFCÐQFMSJBCP Ð" Ð?QICBÐRFCÐK?LÐUF?RÐU?QÐEMGLEÐML Ð̃CPÐ
that, the man approached D. and hit the bridge of his nose with
FGQÐ FC?B Ð " Ð QS˾CPCBÐ ?Ð QRPMLEÐ N?GLÐ QFMAIÐ ?LBÐ FGQÐ LMQCÐ @PGBECÐ
started to bleed. To defend himself, D. used a pepper spray on
RFCÐ?RR?AICPQ Ð?LBÐRFCWÐP?LÐ?U?W Ð" ÐUCLRÐRMÐ?Ð˿PQRÐ?GBÐQR?RGMLÐ
(he received lacerate wound of the bridge of his nose). Later, D.
˿JCBÐ?ÐNCRGRGMLÐRMÐRFCÐNMJGAC ÐBCK?LBGLEÐRMÐQR?PRÐGLTCQRGE?RGMLÐMDÐ
the assault. The police refused to start proceedings because the
˿PQRÐ?GBÐQR?RGMLÐBGBÐLMRÐNPMTGBCÐGRÐUGRFÐB?R?ÐMLÐ" ¦QÐRP?SK?Ð?̃CPÐ
the police requested it34.
• On April 24, 2015, in Peterhof (the suburb of Saint
Petersburg), Maria, a young lesbian woman and LGBT-activist,
was waiting for transport on a bus stop. She had a rainbow
badge pinned on her hat. A man approached her, hit her in the
FC?BÐ?LBÐRMPCÐRFCÐF?RÐM˾ Ð2FCÐ?QQ?GJ?LRÐQFMSRCBÐ£"GPRWÐJCQ@G?L Ð
burn you all!” and added: “Nobody wanted to fuck you, that’s
why you started on girls”. A bus arrived, so Maria picked her
hat up and hurried into the bus. The man hit the bus door when
it started to move. Maria noticed that her earlobe was bleeding.
33
34

The description is based on an interview with the survivor.
The description is based on an interview with the survivor.
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+?PG?ÐQS˾CPCBÐDPMKÐFC?B?AFCÐDMPÐQMKCÐRGKC Ð1FCÐBGBÐLMRÐ˿JCÐ?Ð
report to the police35.
• In the beginning of September 2015, A., genderqueer36,
faced physical violence and attempt of sexual assault. He was
walking one of the city’s downtown streets in the evening. Two
unknown men approached him and asked for directions. They
considered A. to be male and talked to him using masculine
gender. A. decided to help them. One of the men began to ask
obtrusively: “So are you a guy or a lady?” A. considered the men
Q?DCÐ?LBÐ?LQUCPCBÐ£+MPCÐMDÐ?ÐESW ÐWMSÐ?PCÐPGEFR¤ Ð̃CPÐRF?RÐMLCÐ
of the men suddenly started to grab A.’s coat and then pressed
him to the wall, saying: “No, let’s check”. A. managed to run
away37.
• In October 2015, LGBT and civil activist Dante Teodori was
assaulted in the subway. He was headed to a meeting wearing
a rainbow-colored scarf. Dante had noticed that one person in
the train, a heavily built man in sports clothes, was looking at
him aggressively. In some time, the man approached Dante
and leaned over his seat. Using obscene language, the man
aggressively threatened to beat Dante if he did not remove his
QA?PDÐMPÐJC̃ÐRFCÐA?P Ð"?LRCÐPCDSQCBÐRMÐCGRFCPÐR?ICÐM˾ÐFGQÐQA?PDÐMPÐ
leave, and the man hit him, splitting his lip. The attacker demanded
that Dante remove the scarf or leave the train for a second time.
Dante refused and the man hit him again. The second time he
hit Dante on the head and split his brow. A passenger interfered
and pushed the attacker away. Dante called an ambulance and
A?KCÐRMÐRFCÐFMQNGR?JÐUFCPCÐFGQÐ@PMUÐU?QÐQSRSPCB Ð&CÐ?JQMÐ˿JCBÐ?Ð
35 The description is based on an interview with the survivor.
36 Genderqueer refers to a person with a non-binary or nonconforming gender
identity, other than male or female.
37 The description is based on an online interview with the survivor.
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report to the police. In the Department of Initial Investigation of
the Subway Police, he was recognized as a victim and criminal
proceedings were initiated under Part 1 of Article 115 of the
Criminal Code (Intended Minor Harm to Health)38.

Assaults on Setup Dates
Hate crime also take form of so-called setup dates. This
type of assault became publicly renowned in 2013-2014, when
organized homophobic groups appeared throughout Russia,
GLAJSBGLEÐ 1?GLRÐ .CRCPQ@SPE Ð 2FCQCÐ EPMSNQÐ UCPCÐ M̃CLÐ DMPKCBÐ
by radical nationalists and became known on the Internet
as the “Occupy-Pedophilia” movement. These groups used
teenagers or young adults as bait to lure men on fake dates.
On these “dates”, the victims were subjected to indignities
?LBÐ NFWQGA?JÐ F?PK Ð 2FCQCÐ EPMSNQÐ M̃CLÐ PCAMPBÐ RFCGPÐ ?QQ?SJRQÐ
on video to blackmail the survivors with the threats of further
violence and publishing these videos online. Survivors of such
assaults fear further harassment; therefore, they rarely go to
the police or request legal assistance. Compared to similar
cases in the previous years, activities of these groups do not
have an ideological background anymore. Only rarely attackers
introduce themselves as “Occupy-Pedophilia” and they never
post videos of the assaults in nationalistic groups online. Now
they act like a gang and just use a good opportunity to blackmail
vulnerable people and extort large sums of money.
We know for a fact of 12 cases of such assaults in 2015
38 The description is based on the survivor’s texts in social networks, interview
to the media and an online interview.
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(victims consulted Coming Out’s Legal Assistance Program).
In all 12 cases, the men did not reports the crimes to the police
DC?PGLEÐF?P?QQKCLRÐ@WÐRFCÐNMJGACÐḾACPQ Ð'LÐRUMÐA?QCQ ÐE?LEQRCPQÐ
persuaded the victims to give them 50,000 rubles (700 Euro),
in one case – 30,000 (400 Euro), and in another case – 80,000
(1000 Euro). Below is a description of one of such cases:
•
In the end of October, a young man contacted D. through
dating web application. When D. agreed to meet hin and the
young man sent him his photos, D. and the young man made an
appointment. When D. came to the appointed place, he saw that
the man who came to meet him was not the one on the photos;
the man who came looked much younger and when D. asked for
his age, he said he was nineteen “but looks young”. D. did not
guess to ask to show his documents. When they came to young
man’s apartment, D. noticed that it looked uninhabited. The
young man started to instigate D. to sexual activity. However, D.
became suspicious and did not reciprocate. Suddenly the young
K?LÐ JC̃Ð RFCÐ PMMK Ð Q?WGLEÐ FCÐ U?QÐ EMGLEÐ RMÐ BPGLIÐ QMKCÐ U?RCP Ð
and at this moment 5 heavy built men aged 25-35 broke into
the apartment. They demanded D. to lay out all his possessions,
documents and money. The attackers acted as a team, each of
them had his own role. The men threatened D. with physical
violence, exerted moral coercion on him and demanded to
AMLDCQQÐMDÐQCVS?JÐ?@SQCÐMDÐAFGJBPCL Ð2FCWÐRMJBÐFGKÐRF?RÐ?Ð˿JKGLEÐ
team will arrive shortly and demanded him to give them all his
money. Finally D. gave them 50 000 rubles (700 Euro) and the
APGKGL?JQÐJCRÐFGKÐEM Ð" ÐBGBÐLMRÐ˿JCÐ?ÐPCNMPRÐRMÐRFCÐNMJGAC39.
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The description is based on an online interview with the survivor.

Hate Speech and Insults
Homophobic and transphobic hate speech refers to forms of
expression which may be reasonably understood as likely to
NPMBSACÐRFCÐC˾CARÐMDÐGLAGRGLE ÐQNPC?BGLE ÐMPÐNPMKMRGLEÐF?RPCBÐMPÐ
other forms of discrimination against LGBT persons40.
International human rights standards require that
governments prohibit and publicly condemn such
pronouncements of hatred regardless of where they take place;
also, to raise awareness of public authorities and institutions
on all levels about their responsibility to refrain from using hate
speech, especially in the Media41. In March 2015, the United
Nations Human Rights Committee recommended the Russian
EMTCPLKCLRÐ RMÐ £AJC?PJWÐ ?LBÐ ḾAG?JJWÐ QR?RCÐ RF?RÐ GRÐ BMCQÐ LMRÐ
tolerate ... hate speech ... against persons based on their sexual
orientation or gender identity”42.
Theoretically, Russian legislation allows prosecution for
homophobic and transphobic hate speech. Article 282 of
the Criminal Code commissions a crime «actions aimed at
incitement of hatred or enmity, as well as abasement of dignity
of a person or a group of persons on the basis of … as well as
?́JG?RGMLÐRMÐ?LWÐQMAG?JÐEPMSNÐAMKKGRRCBÐGLÐNS@JGAÐMPÐUGRFÐRFCÐ
SQCÐMDÐK?QQÐKCBG? Ð2FCÐ0SQQG?LÐBKGLGQRP?RGTCÐ-˾CLACÐ!MBCÐ
40Ð 2FCÐ BC˿LGRGMLÐ A?LÐ @CÐ DMSLBÐ GLÐ RFCÐ PCAMKKCLB?RGMLÐ MDÐ RFCÐ !MKKGRRCCÐ MDÐ
Ministers of the Council of Europe CM/Rec(2010)5 (app., part 6).
41 The recommendation of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe
CM/Rec(2010)5 (app., part 7).
42 Human Rights Committee. Concluding observations: Russian Federation.
CCPR/C/RUS/CO/7 (2015). Paragraph 10.
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provides punishment for insult (article 5.61) and discrimination
(article 5.62). Finally, personal non-property rights and nonmaterial values (e.g., the right to respect for private and family
life and the right to dignity of the human person) are protected
by the Civil Code (Art. 150-152.2)43. In practice, politicians and
journalists of Saint Petersburg use hate speech in their public
statements. They have never been brought to justice; legal
mechanisms provided by Criminal, Administrative and Civil
Codes do not work.
• In 2015, Coming Out continued litigation on the case against
deputy Vitaly Milonov (a member of the Saint Petersburg City
Council and one of the authors of regional “propaganda law”)
on a hate speech incident in his interview to The Fontanka
newspaper, where the deputy made a series of homophobic
statements justifying violence and the abuse of LGBT persons’
rights. In particular, Milonov had said that the attack on the
ḾACÐ MDÐ RFCÐ *?1IWÐ .PMHCARÐ F?BÐ @CCLÐ QR?ECBÐ @WÐ *% 2Ð ?ARGTGQRQÐ
themselves, and the survivor had been shot in the eye
“accidentally”. Milonov compared LGBTQI persons to murderers
and said that “These are not human rights, these are rights of
sick people and perverts”. Sasha Krik, a survivor of the attack
on LaSky, applied to the Investigative Committee with a demand
to review the deputy’s statements and to initiate a criminal
case on hate speech. The appeal was dismissed in 2014. In
this period, the investigators commissioned several expert
MNGLGMLQ Ð KMQRÐ MDÐ UFGAFÐ AML˿PKCBÐ RF?RÐ 4GR?JGWÐ +GJMLMTÐ SQCBÐ
“derogatory characterizations, negative emotional evaluations
and negative attitudes toward members of a the social group
(people with a homosexual sexual orientation)” and that “the
43Ð 2FCÐ!GTGJÐ!MBCÐMDÐRFCÐ0SQQG?LÐ$CBCP?RGMLÐN?PRÐ Ð,MTCK@CPÐ Ð Ð̽Ð
FL.
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interview contains information that incites the commission of
action against this social group, as well as special linguistic
DMPKQÐ KC?LRÐ RMÐ AMKKSLGA?RCÐ ?Ð R?PECRCB Ð M˾CLQGTCÐ NMPRP?W?JÐ
of this social group”. However, another expert opinion showed
that “people with homosexual orientation are a group, but they
A?LLMRÐ@CÐAJC?PJWÐBC˿LCBÐ?QÐ?ÐQMAG?JÐEPMSN¤ ÐÐ-LÐRFCÐEPMSLBQÐMDÐ
the latter opinion report, and referring to the fact that there were
no direct intentions in Vitaliy Milonov’s actions, the Investigative
Committee refused to initiate a criminal case44. Sasha Krik
appealed the investigator’s decision to the court, but on June
26, 2015, Kuybyshevskiy District Court dismissed the appeal.
An appeal to Saint Petersburg City Court was also dismissed.
Simultaneously, the survivor also appealed to the Kirovskiy
District Court with a civil suit for compensation of psychological
damage caused by violation of moral rights and discrimination.
However, on June 26, the district court dismissed it.
44 Provision of the incumbent investigator of the Investigation Department of the
Central Investigation Department of the Investigative Committee of Russian Federation
in Saint Petersburg, Lieutenant of Justice Stepanova E.A. on refusal to initiate criminal
NPMACCBGLEQÐSLBCPÐ  Ð@?QCBÐMLÐK?RCPG?JQÐMDÐPCNMPRÐMDÐ?ÐAPGKCÐTCPG˿A?RGMLÐ̽Ð
 ÐNPMTGQGMLÐMDÐRFCÐGLTCQRGE?RMPÐMDÐRFCÐ'LTCQRGE?RGMLÐ"CN?PRKCLRÐMDÐRFCÐ!CLRP?JÐ
Investigation Department of the Investigative Committee of Russian Federation in
Saint Petersburg, Lieutenant of Justice Sedyshev S.I. on refusal to initiate criminal
NPMACCBGLEQÐSLBCPÐ  Ð@?QCBÐMLÐK?RCPG?JQÐMDÐPCNMPRÐMDÐ?ÐAPGKCÐTCPG˿A?RGMLÐ̽Ð
 ÐNPMTGQGMLÐMDÐRFCÐGLTCQRGE?RMPÐMDÐRFCÐ'LTCQRGE?RGMLÐ"CN?PRKCLRÐMDÐRFCÐ!CLRP?JÐ
Investigation Department of the Investigative Committee of Russian Federation in Saint
Petersburg, Captain of Justice Yasman P.A. on refusal to initiate criminal proceedings
SLBCPÐ  Ð@?QCBÐMLÐK?RCPG?JQÐMDÐPCNMPRÐMDÐ?ÐAPGKCÐTCPG˿A?RGMLÐ̽Ð 
provision of the investigator of the Investigation Department of the Central
Investigation Department of the Investigative Committee of Russian Federation in Saint
Petersburg, Captain of Justice Yasman P.A. on refusal to initiate criminal proceedings
SLBCPÐ  Ð@?QCBÐMLÐK?RCPG?JQÐMDÐPCNMPRÐMDÐ?ÐAPGKCÐTCPG˿A?RGMLÐ̽Ð 
provision of the investigator of the Investigation Department of the Central
Investigation Department of the Investigative Committee of Russian Federation in Saint
Petersburg, Senior Lieutenant of Justice Vlasova V.V. on refusal to initiate criminal
NPMACCBGLEQÐSLBCPÐ  Ð@?QCBÐMLÐK?RCPG?JQÐMDÐPCNMPRÐMDÐ?ÐAPGKCÐTCPG˿A?RGMLÐ̽Ð
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On December 1. the City Court upheld the District Court ruling45.
• On April 17, Anatoly Artyukh with a group of
counterprotestors attempted to disrupt single-person pickets
in support of LGBT rights dedicated to the Day of Silence on
+?J?W?Ð 1?BMT?W?Ð QRPCCR Ð LÐ SLGBCLRG˿CBÐ K?LÐ ?NNPM?AFCBÐ RFCÐ
activist who was holding the posters from behind and ripped out
the posters from her hands. He threw the posters to Artyukh,
UFMÐRMMIÐ?LBÐPSKNJCBÐRFCK Ð̃CPÐRF?R ÐPRWSIFÐNSRÐRFCÐNMQRCPQÐ
into a police car. In the evening of April 18, Artyukh published
a video on Youtube and on his personal page in Vkontakte
QMAG?JÐLCRUMPI Ð2FCÐRGRJCÐMDÐRFCÐTGBCMÐU?QÐ£!JC?LQGLEÐ@WÐ˿PC Ð-SPÐ
answer to the sodomites...”, which in itself can be considered
as inciting hatred against LGBT. The recording shows Anatoly
Artyukh and his associates holding two posters taken earlier
from the activists. Artyukh says: “Despite of faggots’ raids that
came out to Nevsky Prospect, they did not ruin our celebrations.
Here. They were looking bleak, so to say. As always, they were
trying to propagandize their abomination to our children. They
BGBÐ LMRÐ QSAACCB Ð &CPCÐ ?PCÐ MSPÐ RPMNFGCQ Ð 2FCWÐ F?BÐ ?Ð ̀?QFKM@Ð
they wanted to prove that “Group 404” has a right to exist. We
are saying - No, it does not, and it will not exist. In protest, we
?PCÐK?IGLEÐMSPÐMULÐ̀?QFKM@ÐUFGAFÐUGJJÐAJC?PJWÐQFMUÐUF?RÐUGJJÐ
F?NNCLÐRMÐRFGQÐEPMSNÐ?LBÐRMÐ?LWMLCÐUFMÐQSNNMPRQÐD?EEMRQ ¤Ð̃CPÐ
that, Anatoly Artyukh burns the posters46.
• On May 1, 2015 a May Day demonstration took place in
downtown Saint Petersburg. A “Rainbow Column” of LGBTQI
activists and their allies took part in the march. The protesters
A?PPGCBÐP?GL@MUÐ̀?EQÐQWK@MJGXGLEÐCOS?JGRW ÐNMQRCPQÐ?LBÐ@?LLCPQÐ
45 The case is a part of Coming Out’s Strategic Litigation Program.
46Ð 4GBCMÐ FRRNQ TI AMK ?PR??UU?JJ= Ð FRRN UUU WMSRS@C
com/ watch?v=g3Vy1hOJk8M.
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with signs in support of LGBT (e.g. “For a world without
borders, hatred, discrimination and violence”, “Heterosexuals
and LGBT unite for peace, freedom and equality”, “Friendship
has no orientation”, “Homophobia leads to xenophobia”, “I love
a person, not a gender”). While the participants were gathering,
RFCWÐLMRGACBÐL?RMJWÐPRWSIFÐLC?P@W Ð1CTCP?JÐKGLSRCQÐ?̃CPÐRFCÐ
column started to move, the participants saw deputy Milonov
standing on a pedestrian walk, surrounded by the police. Milonov
was shouting insults, some of which included prison jargon
targeted toward LGBT. In addition, Milonov falsely accused
participants of pedophilia. He stated: “If we become tolerant
like in France, pedophiles will fuck our children”, “There are
NCMNJCÐUGRFÐ̀?EQÐ?QQMAG?RCBÐUGRFÐNCBMNFGJCQ ÐFMKMQCVS?JGQRQ Ð
JCQ@G?LQ¤ Ð £2FCWÐ ?JJÐ ECRÐ RMÐ AFGJBPCL Ð RFCWÐ BC˿JCÐ MSPÐ AFGJBPCL Ð 'Ð
know half of them, they are pedophiles”. Milonov made threats
?LBÐ QR?RCKCLRQÐ UFGAFÐ A?LÐ @CÐ OS?JG˿CBÐ ?QÐ GLAGRGLEÐ CLKGRWÐ ?LBÐ
TGMJCLACÐ ?E?GLQRÐ *% 2Ð NCPQMLQÐ £'Ð UGJJÐ ˿LBÐ WMS Ð DC?PÐ KCÔÐ $C?PÐ
KCÔ¤ Ð£7MSÐUGJJÐQUGKÐGLÐRFCÐ,CT?ÐPGTCP ÐWMSÐ˿LECPCPÔ¤ Ð£2FCWÐ?PCÐ
nobody, they are animals”, “This is my country, we will gnaw
on them”, “They must all be sent to GULAG”, “We must clean
MSPÐAGRWÐDPMKÐRFGQÐ˿JRF¤ Ð¤2FCWÐMSEFRÐRMÐ@CÐAPSQFCBÐ@WÐR?LIQ Ð@WÐ
RP?ARMPQÔ¤ Ð£2FCWÐQFMSJBÐ@CÐNSRÐ?U?WÐDMPÐ˿TCÐWC?PQÐ Ð?JJÐMDÐRFCK Ð
leave no one”, “Liquidation! Liquidation awaits you!”; “No one
MDÐ WMSÐ UGJJÐ @CÐ JC̃Ð GLÐ MSPÐ AMSLRPWÔÐ 7MSÐ ?PCÐ QF?KCDSJÐ D?QAGQRQÔ¤Ð
Milonov addressed his speech to all of the participants, but some
UMPBQÐR?PECRCBÐGLBGTGBS?JQÐ£'ÐUGJJÐ˿LBÐWMS ÐDC?PÐKC ÐDC?PÐKC ÐWMSÐ
EM?RÔ¤ Ð£'ÐUGJJÐPGNÐWMSPÐFC?BÐM˾ ÐLMÐKMPCÐQFMSRGLEÐDPMKÐWMS ÐWMSÐ
understand? Fucking dyke!”, “Faggot, faggot, faggot, go away!”,
£$GLECPCP ÐBWICÔ¤ Ð£$SAIÐM˾Ô¤Ð&CÐ?BBPCQQCBÐQNCAG˿A?JJWÐMLCÐMDÐRFCÐ
?ARGTGQRQÐ£!?RAFÐRF?RÐD?E ÐWMSÐ ÐD?EEMR Ð'ÐUGJJÐ˿LBÐWMSÔÐPPCQRÐRF?RÐ
faggot!”
Following the incident, a group of eight LGBT activists turned to
law enforcement authorities and court with demands that the
deputy be brought to criminal, administrative, and civil liability


for insults and hate speech47.
2FCÐ?ARGTGQRQÐ˿JCBÐ?ÐPCNMPRÐRMÐRFCÐ'LTCQRGE?RGTCÐ!MKKGRRCCÐUGRFÐ
demands to start criminal proceedings on part 4 of Article
128.1,(Slander), article 136 (Violation of the Equality of Human
and Civil Rights And Freedoms), part 1 of Article 280 (Public
Appeals for the Performance of Extremist Activity) and part
2 of Article 282 (Incitement of Hatred and Enmity, As well As
Abasement of Human Dignity) of the Criminal Code48. On June
25, 2015 the Investigative Committee refused to register the
report and gave a response stating that “the report does not
contain information evidencing V.V. Milonov having committed
any crime; his actions do not constitute a crime. The arguments
[of LGBT activists] amount to a negative assessment of the
actions of Milonov, who was expressing his personal opinion
on the LGBT community.” The activists challenged the refusal in
Smolninsky District Court but did not win the case49.
2FCÐ?ARGTGQRQÐ?JQMÐ˿JCBÐ?ÐPCNMPRÐRMÐRFCÐ.PMQCASRMP¦QÐ-́ACÐMDÐRFCÐ
Central District of Saint Petersburg to initiate administrative
proceedings against Milonov on Articles 5.61 (Insult), 20.1 (Minor
Hooliganism) and 5.62 (Discrimination) of the Administrative
Code50 Ð 2FCÐ .PMQCASRMP¦QÐ -́ACÐ PCDSQCBÐ RMÐ QR?PRÐ NPMACCBGLEQ Ð
claiming that “…it was established that the recording does not
AMLR?GLÐCLMSEFÐCTGBCLACÐMLÐ?JJCECBÐM˾CLQCQÐ@WÐ4 4 Ð+GJMLMTÐRF?RÐ
violate the rights, freedoms, and legal interests of any persons
based on their gender; race; skin color; nationality; language;
ancestry; material, familial, social, or occupational status; age;
47 The case is a part of the Strategic Litigation Program of Coming Out LGBTQI
Initiative Group.
48Ð NNJGA?RGMLÐ RMÐ RFCÐ 'LTCQRGE?RGTCÐ !MKKGRRCCÐ U?QÐ ˿JCBÐ MLÐ +?WÐ  Ð  Ð
0CEGQRP?RGMLÐLSK@CPÐ 
Ð 2FCÐPSJGLEÐMDÐRFCÐ1KMJLGLQIWÐ"GQRPGARÐ!MSPRÐMLÐ,MTCK@CPÐ ÐÐ̽Ð  Ð
 
50Ð NNJGA?RGMLÐ˿JCBÐMLÐ+?WÐ Ð ÐLSK@CPÐ 
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place of residence; relationship to religion; convictions; or
belonging or non-belonging to private associations or any social
EPMSNQ ¦Ð2FCÐPCQNMLQCÐDPMKÐRFCÐ.PMQCASRMP¦QÐ-́ACÐU?QÐLMRÐQCLRÐ
to the applicants in any form required by law51. In October, the
?NNJGA?LRQÐ˿JCBÐ?ÐAMKNJ?GLRÐMLÐRFCÐ!MKKGRRCC¦QÐPCDSQ?JÐRMÐQR?PRÐ
administrative proceedings to court and a collective action to
AF?JJCLECÐRFCÐJCEGRGK?AWÐMDÐRFCÐ?ECLAW¦QÐGL?ARGML ÐRMÐLMÐC˾CAR Ð

Besides hate speech from homophobic activists, members of
*% 2/'ÐAMKKSLGRGCQÐM̃CLÐAMKCÐ?APMQQÐFMKMNFM@GAÐGLQSJRGLEÐ
texts on the Internet and in Media.
• In #10 (October 2015) of the local journal Cars and mechanics,
distributed free in universities, an article Parasitonomics was
published by Kim Alexandrov. The article included the following
text: ‘What is the ideological guilt of the USSR? ... In totalitarism
and oppression of dissent? If we consider “non-freedom”
as following the norms of public morale, it is better to be an
“oppressed individual” with sex determined by nature, than
totally free transvestite dying of AIDS”.

Homophobic insults also appear in advertisement:
pÐ 'LÐ,MTCK@CPÐ Ð?ÐNMNSJ?PÐ@?PÐLCRUMPIÐ£)GJJ˿QF¤ÐQCLRÐMSRÐ
?BTCPRGQGLEÐ 1+1Ð KCQQ?ECQÐ UGRFÐ RFCÐ DMJJMUGLEÐ RCVRÐ £+CJMLM˾Ð
B?WÐGLÐ?JJÐ)GJJ˿QFCQÐMDÐ1?GLRÐ.CRCPQ@SPEÔÐ Ð$?EQÐ?PCÐNPMFG@GRCBÔÐ
We wait for you, superstraight guy!”

The Monitoring Program has documented more than 20 cases
of homophobic insults sent to LGBT activists in social networks.
51 Response from the deputy prosecutor of the Central District of Saint
.CRCPQ@SPEÐMLÐ(SLCÐ ÐÐ̽Ð 
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Restricted Freedom of Assembly
Compared to other Russian regions, the situation with
freedom of association for LGBTQI communities in Saint
Petersburg is relatively good. Communication with the police
K?WÐ@CÐĆAGCLRÐDMPÐCV?KNJC ÐRFCÐNMJGACÐCLQSPCBÐRFCÐQ?DCRWÐMDÐ
“Rainbow Flashmob”, an IDAHOT rally on May 17, 2015, which
was held in the specially designated place for expression of
NS@JGAÐ MNGLGMLÐ £FWBC N?PI¤Ð MLÐ +?PQÐ $GCJB Ð .MJGACÐ ḾACPQÐ
stopped all provocative actions of homophobic activists and
counterprotestors. However, in a number of cases, the police
had not ensured safety of the participants of LGBT events. In
one case, the authorities banned a street rally.
In 2015, it became clear that the refusal to recognize LGBT
as a social group is used both in criminal and administrative
cases, when relevant government authorities refuse to initiate
NPMACCBGLEQÐMLÐRFCÐ?PRGAJCÐ ÐMDÐBKGLGQRP?RGTCÐ-˾CLQCÐ!MBCÐ
(Discrimination).
• On April 17, 2015, a group of LGBT activists held pickets
devoted to the Day of Silence. Several persons rotated in single
pickets on Malaya Sadovaya street protesting against the
QGJCLAGLEÐMDÐRFCÐNPM@JCKQÐMDÐ*% 2ÐRCCL?ECPQ Ð1GVÐNMJGACÐḾACPQÐ
and a group of journalists were present. Anatoly Artyukh, the
leader of Narodny Sobor movement known for his intolerance
towards LGBTQI, arrived at the venue. Artyukh and a group of
aggressive people had repeatedly insulted participants of the
event, using humiliating expressions: “Here is one fag, there is
another!”, “Arrest the fag!” (Artyukh to the police); “I’ll beat each
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of you. All of you. You are nobody, God tramped you into shit”,
“Shut your trashy mouth”, “Faggot snout” (elderly bypasser to
activists). Artyukh ripped out a poster held by activist K. He
tore the poster and K. could not continue her picket. The police
ḾACPQÐBGBÐLMRÐQRMNÐFGKÐ?LBÐGELMPCBÐRFCÐ?ARGTGQRQ¦ÐPCOSCQRQÐRMÐ
interfere. When the activists were taking out a new poster, an
unknown man approached the activist holding posters from
behind, ripped the posters out and threw them to Artyukh.
Artyukh rumpled the posters and put them into a police car. The
NMJGACÐḾACPQÐPCDSQCBÐRMÐ?LQUCPÐRFCÐ?ARGTGQRQ¦ÐOSCQRGMLQÐ?@MSRÐ
RFCÐPC?QMLÐUFWÐ?ÐFMMJGE?LÐU?QÐSQGLEÐ?ÐNMJGACÐTCFGAJC Ð) Ð˿JCBÐ?Ð
report on Anatoly Artyukh to the police to initiate proceedings
against him on administrative charges under Article 5.38 of the
BKGLGQRP?RGTCÐ -˾CLQCÐ !MBCÐ 4GMJ?RGLEÐ RFCÐ *?UQÐ MLÐ +CCRGLEQ Ð
Rallies, Demonstrations, Processions and Picketing). On May 28,
K. received a letter signed by Deputy Chief of the police stating
that K.’s report has been reviewed. K. was informed that she can
pursue litigation in the general jurisdiction court. K. supposed
that administrative proceedings against Anatoly Artyukh had
LMRÐ@CCLÐGLGRG?RCB Ð1FCÐ˿JCBÐ?ÐAMKNJ?GLRÐRMÐ"XCPXFGLQIWÐ"GQRPGARÐ
Court challenging the refusal to initiate proceedings. Twice,
Dzerzhinsky District Court transferred the complaint to a
BG˾CPCLRÐAMSPR Ð-LÐ(SLCÐ ÐRFCÐAMSPRÐPCRSPLCBÐRFCÐAMKNJ?GLRÐRMÐ
K. and informed her that it would not be reviewed because the
!MSPRÐBGBÐLMRÐPCACGTCÐ?ÐAMNWÐMDÐBCLG?JÐDPMKÐRFCÐNMJGACÐḾACÐRFCÐ
police had never provided K. with this document; however, the
Court could have requested it in the police).
!MLASPPCLRJWÐ UGRFÐ ˿JGLEÐ ?Ð PCNMPRÐ RMÐ RFCÐ NMJGAC Ð ) Ð ˿JCBÐ ?LÐ
?NNJGA?RGMLÐRMÐRFCÐ.PMQCASRMP¦QÐ-́ACÐMDÐ1?GLRÐ.CRCPQ@SPEÐ!CLRP?JÐ
District to initiate proceedings against Anatoly Artyukh under
PRGAJCÐ  Ð MDÐ BKGLGQRP?RGTCÐ -˾CLQCÐ !MBCÐ "GQAPGKGL?RGML Ð
2FCÐ .PMQCASRMP¦QÐ -́ACÐ PCDSQCBÐ RMÐ QR?PRÐ NPMACCBGLEQ Ð AJ?GKGLEÐ
that LGBT persons were not a social group and did not have
NPMRCARGMLÐ SLBCPÐ RFCÐ "GQAPGKGL?RGMLÐ ?PRGAJC Ð ̃CPÐ QCTCP?JÐ
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requests, K. was given a letter where she was informed of the
ruling (K. has requested the ruling itself but never received it). The
.CPQCASRMP¦QÐ-́ACÐPSJGLEÐU?QÐ@?QCBÐMLÐ?LÐCVNCPRÐPCNMPRÐMDÐNPGJÐ
16, 2014 prepared by the specialists of Expertise Center of Saint
.CRCPQ@SPEÐ 1R?RCÐ 3LGTCPQGRWÐ RFGQÐ PCNMPRÐ QR?RCBÐ RF?RÐ £BC˿LGRGMLÐ
of social group is not applicable to LGBT communities” and
that “LGBT communities cannot be considered a social group
but rather social-network communities which are weakly or
moderately structured and include individua and organizations
UGRFÐBG˾CPCLRÐRCLBCLAGCQ¤ Ð) ÐRPGCBÐRMÐAF?JJCLECÐRFCQCÐBCAGQGMLQÐ
GLÐAMSPRQÐMDÐBG˾CPCLRÐGLQR?LACQÐ@SRÐF?QÐLMRÐQSAACCBCB
• In March 2015, organizers of Animate Library Project
received threats and messages from homophobic activists
who demanded cancellation of the event, due to the fact that
one of the “books” of the project was a transgender person.
Organizers of the event reported this to the police. According
to the organizers, the police was outraged by their call and told
them that they should be able to provide safety of the event
RFCKQCJTCQ Ð&MUCTCP ÐBSPGLEÐRFCÐCTCLRÐRFCÐNMJGACÐḾACPQÐUCPCÐ
present near the venue for safety. There were no assaults or any
other attempts to disrupt the event52.
pÐ -LÐ +?WÐ  Ð ?LRG P?AGQRÐ £-NCLÐ 7MSPÐ #WCQ¤Ð GLRCPL?RGML?JÐ
˿JKÐ DCQRGT?JÐ QAPCCLCBÐ Call me Kuchu Ð ?Ð ˿JKÐ Ð RCJJGLEÐ RFCÐ QRMPWÐ
of Ugandan LGBT activists. The screening was co-organized
UGRFÐ 1GBCÐ @WÐ 1GBCÐ *% 2Ð ˿JKÐ DCQRGT?J Ð Ð DCUÐ B?WQÐ @CDMPCÐ RFCÐ
screening, the managers of the venue (SkyPoint at Bolshaya
Konyushennaya street, 12) had received threats from
homophobic activists. Persons calling themselves “Deputy
Milonov’s assistants” recommended to the managers to cancel
52
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The description is based on the interview with the organizers.

RFCÐQAPCCLGLEÐMDÐRFGQÐN?PRGASJ?PÐ˿JK Ð-RFCPÐQAPCCLGLEQÐUGRFGLÐRFCÐ
festival did not bother them. They threatened them with “a police
GLQNCARGML¤ÐGLÐA?QCÐRFCÐCTCLRÐRMMIÐNJ?AC Ð1MMLÐ?̃CPÐRFCÐA?JJ Ð?Ð
police inspector visited the venue and told the administration
that he keeps track of the situation and that the venue must
LMRÐ QAPCCLÐ RFCÐ ˿JK Ð MRFCPUGQCÐ RFCÐ NMJGACÐ UGJJÐ £AJMQCÐ BMULÐ
CTCPWRFGLE¤Ð?LBÐUGJJÐA?JJÐRFCÐCAMLMKGAÐAPGKCÐBCN?PRKCLR Ð̃CPÐ
these threats, the managers of SkyPoint refused to screen the
˿JK Ð?LBÐMPE?LGXCPQÐUCPCÐDMPACBÐRMÐQC?PAFÐDMPÐ?LMRFCPÐTCLSC
Homophobic activists attempted to disrupt the screening
MDÐ RFCÐ ˿JKÐ ?RÐ RFCÐ LCUÐ TCLSC Ð LÐ FMSPÐ @CDMPCÐ RFCÐ QR?PRÐ MDÐ RFCÐ
event, the organizers came to the venue and noticed a group of
homophobic activists standing nearby, Anatoly Artyukh among
them. The venue’s security group managed to stop homophobic
activists from entering the building during the beginning of the
CTCLR Ð@SRÐ?̃CPÐQMKCÐRGKCÐ?ÐEPMSNÐMDÐ?NNPMVGK?RCJWÐQGVÐNCMNJC Ð
including deputy Vitaly Milonov, entered the building. They tried
RMÐ@PC?IÐGLRMÐRFCÐTCLSC ÐAMLASPPCLRJWÐGLQSJRGLEÐQCASPGRWÐḾACPQÐ
and participants of the event. The organizers called the police;
GRÐ ?PPGTCBÐ GLÐ Ð KGLSRCQ Ð 2FCÐ NMJGACÐ ḾACPQÐ PCOSGPCBÐ RF?RÐ RFCÐ
MPE?LGXCPQÐ QFMUÐ RFCKÐ RFCÐ BMASKCLRQÐ AML˿PKGLEÐ RFCÐ JC?QCÐ MDÐ
RFCÐTCLSC Ð̃CPÐRF?R ÐRFCWÐ@CF?TCBÐLCSRP?JJWÐ?LBÐBGBÐLMRÐQSNNMPRÐ
homophobic activists. Neither did they arrest them nor did they
do anything to secure the safety of the festival. When the door to
the venue opened, homophobic activists tried to break through
GR Ð"SPGLEÐRFCÐ˿JKÐQAPCCLGLEÐ?LÐFMSPÐ?LBÐ?ÐF?JD Ð4GR?JWÐ+GJMLMTÐ
was standing on the staircase near the venue and insulting the
organizers and guests of the festival. He also tried to break
the organizers’ camera. Vitaly Milonov insulted and threatened
participants and organizers of the event with the following
words: “A normal person cannot watch such movies. Only
BP?EQRCPQÐ?LBÐD?EEMRQ ¤ Ð£-LÐRFCÐ̀MMP ÐD?ACÐBMULÔÐ7MSÐKSQRÐ@CÐ
laid face down and checked for drugs!”; “Faggots’ organization
Coming Out ...”; “If I were not a deputy, I‘d beat you up, is that
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clear?” (addressing the organizer); “How many children have you
raped?”; “Pedophiles and sodomites are almost the same thing,
they are perverts”; “Minorities have no rights. If they are people,
they must behave like people, if they need additional rights they
can go fuck themselves”; “Clear your ears from semen!”; “This is
not a dialogue, this is your verdict, I will talk to you in Criminal
Intelligence like with dangerous criminal”. Organizers of the
DCQRGT?JÐ˿JCBÐ?ÐPCNMPRÐRMÐRFCÐNMJGACÐMLÐRFCÐBGQRSP@?LACÐMDÐNS@JGAÐ
peace by Vitaly Milonov; the fate of this report is unknown. Not
JMLEÐ@CDMPCÐRFCÐCLBÐMDÐRFCÐQAPCCLGLE ÐRFCÐFMKMNFM@CQÐJC̃ÐRFCÐ
venue53.
• On July 25, a group of LGBT activists planned to hold a rally
dedicated to Saint Petersburg LGBT Pride, which has been held
annually for 5 years.
7SPGÐ%?TPGIMT ÐMPE?LGXCPÐMDÐRFCÐCTCLR ÐLMRG˿CBÐRFCÐAGRWÐ?SRFMPGRGCQÐ
twice on his intentions to hold a march around Mars Field
RCPPGRMPWÐ ?LBÐ ?Ð P?JJWÐ MLÐ +?PQÐ $GCJB Ð &CÐ M˾CPCBÐ RUMÐ T?PG?LRQÐ MDÐ
time and route for the demonstration. The organizers listed
the goals of the event: demand to adherence to freedom
of assembly for LGBT, development of legislation against
workplace discrimination, ban of hate crimes against LGBT as
a social group; demand of development of state programs for
HIV treatment and prevention for LGBT and guarantee equal
access to medical treatment; expansion of marital law on LGBT
persons in the light of the tendencies to marriage equality in
developed states. The organizers expressed their willingness to
alter the time and route of the demonstration at the demand
MDÐ?SRFMPGRGCQÐGLÐ?JJÐRFCGPÐLMRG˿A?RGMLQ Ð MRFÐRGKCÐRFCÐ?SRFMPGRGCQÐ
BGBÐ LMRÐ ?NNPMTCÐ RFCÐ ?ARGTGQR¦QÐ LMRG˿A?RGMLÐ DMPÐ K?PAFÐ ?LBÐ RFCÐ
53 The description is based on the monitoring of the event and on the interview
with the organizers.
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rally: they considered goals of the event to violate the law
banning “propaganda of non-traditional sexual relationships”54.
The authorities did not suggest alternative routes of the
BCKMLQRP?RGML Ð MRFÐRGKCQÐRFCÐMPE?LGXCPÐPCQCLRÐRFCÐLMRG˿A?RGML Ð
editing the text and slightly altering the goals, with human rights
of LGBTQI persons remaining the central topic. In one of the
LMRG˿A?RGMLQ Ð RFCÐ MPE?LGXCPQÐ QSEECQRCBÐ RUMÐ ?JRCPL?RGTCÐ PMSRCQÐ
in Polustrovsky park of Krasnogvardeyski district (far from the
city centre). The authorities replied again that the goals of the
event contradicted the “propaganda law”, with no suggestions
of alternative routes or time55.
Besides the attempts to receive approvals for the march and
rally, the organizers also tried to receive approval for holding
these events in specially designated place for the expression
of public opinion (the so-called “hyde park” on Mars Field).
CRUCCLÐRFÐ?LBÐRFÐMDÐ(SJW ÐRFCWÐQS@KGRRCBÐÐLMRG˿A?RGMLQÐRMÐ
the authorities on their intention to hold a rally (on July 25, and
SESQRÐ Ð ÐÐ?LBÐ Ð2FCÐMPE?LGXCPQÐBGBÐLMRÐKCLRGMLÐRFCÐEM?JÐ
MDÐRFCÐCTCLRÐGLÐRFCÐLMRG˿A?RGMLQÐUFGAFÐGQÐ?JJMUCBÐGLÐRFCÐA?QCÐMDÐ
RFCÐQNCAG?JJWÐBCQGEL?RCBÐ?PC? Ð'LÐ?JJÐ˿TCÐA?QCQ ÐRFCÐ?SRFMPGRGCQÐ
responded with denials, specifying that the area would be
occupied by other events for the whole day56 (allegedly a mass
cultural event, a rally devoted to Paratrooper Day, an antiAMPPSNRGMLÐC˾MPRQÐBCKMLQRP?RGMLÐÐBCKMLQRP?RGMLQÐ£QSNNMPRGLEÐ
.PCQGBCLRÐ .SRGL¦QÐ C˾MPRQÐ ?E?GLQRÐ ˿̃FÐ AMJSKL¤ Ð -LÐ (SJWÐ  Ð
?̃CPÐPCACGTGLEÐRFCÐRFGPBÐLMRG˿A?RGML ÐRFCÐ?SRFMPGRGCQÐGLDMPKCBÐRFCÐ
organizer that the earliest date when the designated area would
54 Responses from Committee on Legitimacy, Public Order and Security on July
 ÐÐ̽   Ð?LBÐÐ(SJWÐÐ̽Ð   
55 Responses from Committee on Legitimacy, Public Order and Security on July
 ÐÐ̽   Ð?LBÐÐ(SJWÐÐ̽Ð    
56 Responses from Committee on Legitimacy, Public Order and Security on July
 ÐÐ̽Ð    ÐÐ(SJWÐÐ̽Ð      Ð(SJWÐ ÐÐ̽Ð  Ð
  Ð(SJWÐ ÐÐ̽Ð    Ð?LBÐSESQRÐ ÐÐ̽Ð   
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@CÐ DPCCÐ U?QÐ SESQRÐ  Ð &MUCTCP Ð UFCLÐ RFCÐ MPE?LGXCPÐ GLDMPKCBÐ
RFCÐ ?SRFMPGRGCQÐ MDÐ FGQÐ GLRCLRGMLÐ RMÐ FMJBÐ RFCÐ CTCLRÐ MLÐ SESQRÐ  Ð
he was answered that the designated area would be occupied
again for the whole day by an anti-corruption demonstration.
The organizer did not mention LGBT rights as the agenda of the
CTCLR Ð&MUCTCP ÐGLÐ?JJÐPCQNMLQCQÐRFCÐ?SRFMPGRGCQÐLMRG˿CBÐFGKÐMDÐ
responsibility for the violation of the “propaganda law”.
• To protest against numerous bans of Saint Petersburg
LGBT Pride rallies, Yuri Gavrikov publicly promised to hold a
single-person picket on August 2 on Palace Square to inform
the general public and the authorities of all his demands
concerning LGBT rights. On August 2, two hours before the
QAFCBSJCBÐ NGAICR Ð 7SPGÐ %?TPGIMTÐ U?QÐ BCR?GLCBÐ ?̃CPÐ ?Ð AML̀GAR Ð
which he describes as a planned provocation. He had spent the
night at his friends’ apartment, fearing possible provocations to
prevent him from protesting. According to Gavrikov, when he
was leaving his friends’ house, a bypasser deliberately ran into
his bicycle, shouting. “You hit me!” A second man approached
and also imitated the collision with the activist’s bicycle.
AAMPBGLEÐ RMÐ %?TPGIMT Ð Ð QCAMLBQÐ ?̃CPÐ RFCÐ GLAGBCLR Ð ?Ð N?RPMJÐ
@SQÐBPMTCÐMTCPÐ?LBÐNMJGACÐḾACPQÐA?KCÐMSRÐMDÐGR Ð7SPGÐ%?TPGIMTÐ
apologized for accidentally running into the bypasser; the
QSNNMQCBÐ NPMTMICPQÐ F?BÐ RMJBÐ RFCÐ NMJGACÐ ḾACPQÐ RF?RÐ %?TPGIMTÐ
had sworn at them using obscenities. A video recording of the
GLAGBCLRÐAML˿PKQÐRF?RÐ%?TPGIMTÐBGBÐLMRÐFGRÐRFCÐKCLÐ?LBÐBGBÐLMRÐ
use foul language57. Gavrikov also claims that the two supposed
provokers are members of nationalistic organization ”Narodny
Sobor”. All three men were detained. Yuri Gavrikov was taken to
NMJGACÐḾACÐ?LBÐBCR?GLCBÐDMPÐRFCÐUFMJCÐB?WÐ?LBÐLGEFR Ð&CÐU?QÐ
AF?PECBÐ UGRFÐ ?BKGLGQRP?RGTCÐ M˾CLQCÐ SLBCPÐ PRGAJCÐ  Ð MDÐ RFCÐ
BKGLGQRP?RGTCÐ-˾CLQCÐ!MBCÐBGQMPBCPJWÐAMLBSAR Ð-LÐSESQRÐ Ð
57
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Video: http://www.fontanka.ru/2015/08/02/017/big.1.html

?̃CPÐDMSPÐAMSPRÐFC?PGLEQ ÐRFCÐA?QCÐU?QÐBGQKGQQCB58.
• On July 2, 2015 several activists held single-person pickets
on Palace Square to protest numerous rally bans and to support
the detained activist Yuri Gavrikov. Single-person picket is the
only form of public protest which does not require preliminary
approval from the authorities. On July 2, Paratrooper Day was
celebrated in the city and many people in military uniform were
gathered on Palace Square along with journalists, tourists
and the police. Some activists mention seeing men in civilian
clothing whom they had seen before giving orders to the
police on LGBT events. Two activists (Olga Panova and Mikhail
Gerasimov), who attempted to hold pickets and raised rainbow
̀?EQ ÐUCPCÐQMMLÐBCR?GLCBÐ@WÐRFCÐNMJGACÐUGRFMSRÐ?LWÐCVNJ?L?RGML Ð
2FCWÐUCPCÐR?ICLÐRMÐ?ÐNMJGACÐḾACÐ?JMLEÐUGRFÐRFCÐRFGPBÐ?ARGTGQR Ð
UFMÐU?QÐLMRÐNGAICRGLE Ð@SRÐHSQRÐFMJBGLEÐ?ÐDMJBCBÐP?GL@MUÐ̀?E Ð
which Olga Panova gave to him when she was being detained.
AAMPBGLEÐ RMÐ MLCÐ MDÐ RFCÐ BCR?GLCBÐ ?ARGTGQRQ Ð RFCÐ NMJGACÐ ḾACPQÐ
were trying to discuss “ideological issues” with them: they
asked why the activists needed this, what they wanted to
achieve by protesting and “propagandizing”. The activists were
AF?PECBÐUGRFÐ?BKGLGQRP?RGTCÐM˾CLACÐSLBCPÐPRGAJCÐ ÐN?PRÐÐMDÐ
the Administrative Code (Propaganda of Non-traditional Sexual
Relations among Minors) on the grounds of a complaint from a
woman who was allegedly passing by with a child and saw the
picket. All charges were soon dismissed; activists were freed
several hours of detention59. They are planning to challenge the
detention in court60.
58 Petrogradsky District Court acquitted LGBT activist Yuri Gavrikov: “Saint
Petersburg” Channel, 31.08.2015: http://topspb.tv/news/news83084/
 Copies of the records and rulings on the termination of administrative
proceedings against Valery Ugarov and Mikhail Gerasimov online: http://vk.com/wallB?WUU?JJ=
60 The description is based on interviews with the victims.



• Activists Alexey Sergeev and photographer Alexey Nazarov,
who were also holding single-person pickets on August 2 on
Palace Square, were not detained. They were sequentially
FMJBGLEÐNMQRCPQÐ˿PQRÐGLÐQSNNMPRÐMDÐRFCÐPRGAJCÐÐMDÐRFCÐ0SQQG?LÐ
Constitution (Freedom of Assembly), second in support of the
detained Yuri Gavrikov. The third poster was quoting Charlie
Chaplin’s movie The Great Dictator Ð A?JJGLEÐ DMPÐ ?Ð ˿EFRÐ ?E?GLQRÐ
injustice, intolerance, nationalism, for freedom and dignity. The
NMJGACÐ ḾACPQÐ BGBÐ LMRÐ ?ARÐ UFCLÐ ?EEPCQQGTCÐ KCLÐ F?BÐ QR?PRCBÐ
to tear out the posters from the activists’ hands and shouting
homophobic insults (“Faggots!”, “Go away to the USA!”, “Fucked
up faggots are standing on Palace Square!”, “Get out or you will
be arrested!”). One of the provokers tore out one of the activist’s
poster; he crumpled it, ripped and returned it to Alexey saying:
£1RGAIÐGRÐGLRMÐWMSPÐ?QQ ÐD?EÔ¤Ð2FCÐNMJGACÐḾACPQÐUCPCÐQR?LBGLEÐRCLÐ
meters away from the activists and the aggressive mob. They
GELMPCBÐ RFCÐ TGMJCLACÐ RFCÐ ḾACPÐ UFMÐ U?QÐ QR?LBGLEÐ LC?PÐ RFCÐ
activists was talking on his phone and did not react on activists’
requests to stop the provocateurs. The police also did not act
when an aggressive man in military uniform approached the
activists, shouting “Too many fags in Russia! Give me your
banner, bitch!” Alexey Sergeev had to raise the poster above his
head; the other activist stood close to protect him from attacks.
-LAC ÐRFCÐNMJGACÐḾACPQÐRPGCBÐRMÐA?JKÐRFCÐ?RR?AICPQÐ?LBÐQ?GBÐRF?RÐ
they were interrupting a picket. However, the police made no
attempts to stop or detain the assailants61.
• From 17th to 27th of September, LGBT Culture Festival
Queerfest took place in Saint Petersburg. On September 3,
the administration of the festival’s venue received a phone
61
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The description is based on interviews with the victims.

call: unknown men threatened to “tear down the venue” if they
AMMNCP?RCBÐUGRFÐ/SCCPDCQR Ð̃CPÐPCACGTGLEÐKMPCÐRFPC?RQÐMLÐRFCÐ
˿PQRÐ B?WÐ MDÐ RFCÐ DCQRGT?J Ð RFCWÐ PCDSQCBÐ RMÐ FMQRÐ MRFCPÐ CTCLRQÐ MDÐ
Queerfest, forcing the organizers to urgently move all events to
a new venue.
pÐ $PMKÐ RFÐ RMÐ RFÐ MDÐ ,MTCK@CP Ð 1GBCÐ @WÐ 1GBCÐ *% 2Ð ˿JKÐ
festival took place in Saint Petersburg. Organizers of the festival
faced pressure, venue cancellations and attempts to disrupt the
screenings.
3 days before the festival commenced, the organizers received
a call from “Center E” (Department for Countering Extremism)
and were proposed to discuss the safety of the festival. “Center
#¤Ð ḾACPQÐ RMJBÐ RFCÐ MPE?LGXCPQÐ RF?RÐ FMKMNFM@GAÐ ?ARGTGQRÐ 2GKSPÐ
SJ?RMTÐ F?BÐ ˿JCBÐ AMKNJ?GLRQÐ RMÐ RFCÐ NMJGACÐ GLÐ BG˾CPCLRÐ BGQRPGARQÐ
against the venues on violation of “propaganda law”.
On the same day, November 16, Vitaly Milonov spoke to the
press against the festival and sent a press release to several
local Media, stating his intention to come to the opening of the
festival with a group of activists and children and disrupt the
event.
The deputy arrived at the venue (a cinema hall in Varshavsky
Express shopping mall) with a group of approximately six
homophobic activists half an hour before the beginning of
the event. They attempted to enter the venue, insulting the
MPE?LGXCPQ Ð ESCQRQ Ð TCLSCÐ ?BKGLGQRP?RGMLÐ ?LBÐ NMJGACÐ ḾACPQ Ð
2MÐ CLQSPCÐ Q?DCRWÐ MDÐ RFCÐ ACPCKMLW Ð NPGT?RCÐ QCASPGRWÐ ḾACPQÐ
and the police surrounded Milonov and stopped him. However,
there were episodes of physical violence: Milonov grabbed the
NMJGACÐḾACP ÐRMPCÐMSRÐFGQÐ@?BECÐ?LBÐRFPCUÐGRÐMLÐRFCÐ̀MMPÐMLCÐ
of the homophobic activists who came with Milonov hit one of
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the festival’s guests in the face. According to the organizers,
Milonov started to act even more violently when he noticed that
FGQÐ?ARGMLQÐUCPCÐ@CGLEÐPCAMPBCB Ð̃CPÐRF?R ÐRFCÐNMJGACÐU?PLCBÐ
him that they would detain him for the disturbance of public
NC?AC Ð5FCLÐRFCÐQAPCCLGLEÐQR?PRCB Ð+GJMLMTÐJC̃ Ð&MUCTCP Ð?@MSRÐ
six people remained seated on the sofas near the entrance. They
were watching the organizers and humming aggressively.
On November 22, during one of the screenings, Alexey, a guest
of the festival, was attacked and beaten by homophobic group
on the street near the festival’s venue (See chapter “Hate
APGKCQ¤ Ð̃CPÐRFCÐ?QQ?SJR ÐRFCÐ?RR?AICPQÐ?LÐ?EEPCQQGTCÐEPMSNÐ
of more than 10 people) tried to break into the venue. On that
day, despite of the agreement, the police was not present.
On November 23, managers of the venue for three of the festival’s
events contacted the organizers. They said that representatives
MDÐRFCÐ.PMQCASRMP¦QÐ-́ACÐTGQGRCBÐRFCÐTCLSCÐMULCPÐ?LBÐ£NPMFG@GRCB¤Ð
to host the events. The owner, in turn, brought pressure on the
managers and, despite of rental contract, they refused to host
the festival. The organizers were forced to search for a new
venue.
On the same day, there was another attempt to disrupt a Side
by Side screening. Three minutes before the event, there was an
electricity blackout in half of the building, including the venue.
Managers of the venue could not explain what happened and
told organizers they had never faced such a problem before.
The festival’s guests went to check breaker boxes, which turned
out to function normally. The organizers and managers tried to
talk to the building’s electrician, who could not explain clearly
what had happened. By his behavior, the festival’s organizers
concluded that the electrician was somehow involved in the
power cut. The electrician claimed that the repair service could
arrive not earlier than in half an hour, and that the only way
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to discover the reason of the blackout was to get the building’s
MULCPÐ RMÐ ˿JCÐ ?Ð QNCAG?JÐ PCOSCQRÐ UGRFÐ CJCARPGAGRWÐ BGQRPG@SRGMLÐ
company. The organizers made a decision to continue the event
despite the blackout. A team of volunteers bought an extension
AMPBÐ RMÐ UGPCÐ RFCÐ COSGNKCLR Ð &MUCTCP Ð Ð KGLSRCQÐ ?̃CPÐ RFCÐ
screening resumed, the power was cut again. The organizers
went to check the wires and saw the electrician standing with
CVRCLQGMLÐ AMPBÐ RSPLCBÐ M˾ Ð &GQÐ PCQNMLQG@GJGRWÐ @CA?KCÐ M@TGMSQ Ð
The police detained the electrician. The next day, the event was
held on the same venue without interruptions. The organizers
assume that the electrician was paid to disrupt the event by
FMKMNFM@GAÐ?ARGTGQRQ Ð&MUCTCP ÐRFCWÐBGBÐLMRÐ˿JCÐ?LWÐAMKNJ?GLRQÐ
and did not initiate investigation62.
• In 2015, the litigation process on the case of mass detention
and compensations for moral harm on an LGBT rally on Mars
Field on October 12, 2013 continued63. In four cases, the courts
MDÐ RFCÐ ˿PQR Ð ?NNCJJ?RCÐ ?LBÐ A?QQ?RGMLÐ GLQR?LACQÐ BGQKGQQCBÐ
activists’ claims64. In three cases, Petrogradsky District Court
N?PRG?JJWÐQ?RGQ˿CBÐRFCÐ?ARGTGQRQ¦ÐAJ?GKÐ?LBÐN?PRG?JJWÐAF?PECBÐGLÐRFCÐ
NJ?GLG˾Q¦ÐD?TMPÐRUMÐGLÐRUMÐA?QCQÐMPÐRFPCCÐGLÐMLCÐA?QCÐRFMSQ?LBÐ
rubles as a compensation for moral harm. The City Court upheld

62 The description is based on an interview with the festival organizers.
63 The case is part of the Coming Out Strategic Litigation Program.
64 1) The decision of Kuybyshevsky District Court under 26 February 2015, case
̽Ð   Ð ǀÐ ̽Ð   Ð ?NNCJJ?RCÐ PSJGLEÐ MDÐ RFCÐ 1?GLRÐ .CRCPQ@SPEÐ !GRWÐ !MSPRÐ
SLBCPÐÐSESQRÐ ÐA?QCÐ̽Ð  ÐHSBGAG?JÐBCAGQGMLÐMDÐ1?GLRÐ.CRCPQ@SPEÐ
!GRWÐ !MSPRÐ SLBCPÐ Ð ,MTCK@CPÐ  Ð A?QCÐ ̽Ð %Ǫ  Ð Ð HSBGAG?JÐ BCAGQGMLÐ
MDÐ 1?GLRÐ .CRCPQ@SPEÐ !GRWÐ !MSPRÐ SLBCPÐ Ð $C@PS?PWÐ  Ð A?QCÐ ̽Ð %  Ð Ð
?NNCJJ?RCÐPSJGLEÐMDÐRFCÐ1?GLRÐ.CRCPQ@SPEÐ!GRWÐ!MSPRÐSLBCPÐÐ+?PAFÐÐƼǮƽǪ ÐA?QCÐ̽Ð
33-3383/2015; 4) judicial decision of Saint Petersburg City Court under 25 September
 ÐA?QCÐ̽Ð%  
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the ruling65. The amount of compensation was almost a hundred
RGKCQÐJCQQÐRF?LÐRFCÐ?˾CARCBÐ?ARGTGQRQÐBCK?LBCB66.

ÐÐ?NNCJJ?RCÐPSJGLEÐMDÐRFCÐ1?GLRÐ.CRCPQ@SPEÐ!GRWÐ!MSPRÐSLBCPÐÐ1CNRCK@CPÐ Ð
A?QCÐ ̽Ð  Ð Ð ?NNCJJ?RCÐ PSJGLEÐ MDÐ RFCÐ 1?GLRÐ .CRCPQ@SPEÐ !GRWÐ !MSPRÐ SLBCPÐ
Ð+?WÐ ÐA?QCÐ̽Ð  ÐÐHSBGAG?JÐBCAGQGMLÐMDÐ1?GLRÐ.CRCPQ@SPEÐ!GRWÐ!MSPRÐ
SLBCPÐÐ"CACK@CPÐÐƼǮƽǪ ÐA?QCÐ̽Ð%  ÐÐ2FCÐBCAGQGMLÐMDÐ.CRPMEP?BQIWÐ
"GQRPGARÐ!MSPRÐSLBCPÐÐ$C@PS?PWÐ ÐA?QCÐ̽Ð  Ð?NNCJJ?RCÐPSJGLEÐMDÐRFCÐ1?GLRÐ
.CRCPQ@SPEÐ!GRWÐ!MSPRÐSLBCPÐÐ(SLCÐ ÐA?QCÐ̽Ð  ÐÐHSBGAG?JÐBCAGQGMLÐMDÐ
1?GLRÐ.CRCPQ@SPEÐ!GRWÐ!MSPRÐSLBCPÐÐ,MTCK@CPÐ ÐA?QCÐ̽Ð%Ǫ  
66 The activists demanded compensation of 225 000 rubles in correspondence
with the amount of compensation awarded in the similar cases by ECtHR (e.g. “Brega
vs. Moldova).
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Workplace Discrimination in Education
Harassment and Dismissals of Educational Workers
as a Result of Homophobic Persecution

In 2015, homophobic groups in Saint Petersburg continued
to collect information on the private lives and political positions
of LGBTQI persons and allies using social Media, websites and
MLJGLCÐ DMPSKQ Ð 2FGQÐ GLDMPK?RGMLÐ GQÐ AMKNGJCBÐ GLRMÐ ?Ð ˿JCÐ UGRFÐ
commentaries from homophobic activists and then posted in
online homophobic groups and/or forwarded to the persons’
CKNJMWCPQ Ð2FGQÐRWNCÐMDÐNCPQCASRGMLÐGQÐKMQRÐM̃CLÐSQCBÐ?E?GLQRÐÐ
LGBT individuals who work in schools and universities.
&MKMNFM@GAÐ ?ARGTGQRQÐ QCLBÐ RFCÐ AMKNGJCBÐ £NPM˿JCQ¤Ð RMÐ QAFMMJÐ
administrations and educational authorities with demands that
teachers who ‘promote perversion’ be dismissed. When faced
with such demands, school administrations prefer to force these
teachers to resign, fearing pressure from homophobic activists
and authorities. When a person resigns of their own accord, he
or she cannot challenge this decision in a court (we documented
two cases of voluntary resignation in 2014, and one case in 2015).
In 2014, a teacher was dismissed for “immoral act”. Attempts to
challenge this decision in 2015 remained unsuccessful.
This type of homophobic activity is associated with the name
of Timur Bulatov (also known as “Timur Isaev”). In 2005, Timur
Bulatov was charged guilty of embezzlement and sentenced for
two and a half years in penal colony (he had been on “wanted”
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list for nine years). He was arrested in December 2014 and spent
six months in a detention facility, but was granted amnesty
in August 2015. While Timur Bulatov was under arrest, other
activists continued his outing campaign. Once freed, Bulatov
resumed his activities.
Vulnerability of LGBTQI persons and their supporters who are
outed by homophobic activists, especially educational workers,
GQÐ ?EEP?T?RCBÐ @WÐ RFCÐ J?AIÐ MDÐ C˾CARGTCÐ KCAF?LGQKQÐ RMÐ NPMRCARÐ
personal data, including information on sexual orientation and/
or gender identity, in Russian legislation.
In October 2015, during the review of Russian Federation’s
Periodic Report in the UN Committee on the Elimination of
Discrimination against Women, Committee experts expressed
dismay at cases of lesbian, bisexual and transgender school
teachers’ dismissals and raised a question whether images in
social networks could become a reason for dismissal, as in the
case of music teacher Alevtina (see below). Referring to the case
of the music teacher, the Russian delegation answered that at
the moment the woman was challenging the dismissal in court
and in case she did not win, she would still be able to continue
litigation. The Russian delegation informed the Committee that
there was no such ground for dismissal as “if a person considers
himself or herself LGBT»67. In November 2015, in its Concluding
Observations on Russia’s periodic report, the Committee
recommended, inter alia, to “ensure that LBTI women are not

67 Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women reviews
the report of the Russian Federation, pn October 27, 2015: http://www.ohchr.org/en/
NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=16662&LangID=E
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facing discrimination in their professional life.”68
• In 2015, the lawyers and attorneys of Coming Out continued
litigation in case of discriminational dismissal of schoolteacher
Alevtina.
For several years, Alevtina had worked as a music teacher in
St. Petersburg Special School N 565 (a school for children
UGRFÐ QNCAG?JÐ LCCBQ Ð 2GKSPÐ SJ?RMTÐ ?QQCK@JCBÐ FCPÐ £NPM˿JC¤ Ð
including photos from Alevtina’s page in VKontakte social
network, which depicts her kissing a woman in a club. Timur
Bulatov sent this information to the school administration
along with demands to dismiss Alevtina: “A lesbian teacher,
unhealthy and with psychiatric deviances, is working at your
school”; “This teacher shows herself in social networks as an
immoral lesbian person and lives or cohabits, due to social
networks data, with a similarly unhealthy lady”; “We highly
PCAMKKCLBÐ RMÐ ˿PCÐ FCPÐ DMPÐ GLAMKNCRCLAC¤ Ð 2GKSPÐ SJ?RMTÐ ?JQMÐ
QCLRÐRFCÐ£NPM˿JC¤Ð?LBÐAMKNJ?GLRÐMLÐJCTRGL?ÐRMÐRFCÐ#BSA?RGML?JÐ
Committee and to the Kirovskiy District Administration. Deputy
Head of the Administration pressurized the school, demanding
Alevtina’s dismissal. The school director informed Alevtina that
her sexual orientation was incompatible with work in the school
?LBÐ E?TCÐ FCPÐ ?Ð AFMGACÐ RMÐ PCQGELÐ TMJSLR?PGJWÐ MPÐ RMÐ @CÐ ˿PCBÐ DMPÐ
“immoral act”. The woman refused to resign voluntarily, and the
director dismissed her under para. 8 of Article 81 of the Russian
Labor Code (which makes it legal to dismiss “an employee
performing educational functions if they commit an immoral
?ARÐGLAMKN?RG@JCÐUGRFÐAMLRGLSGLEÐRFGQÐRWNCÐMDÐUMPI¤ Ð'LÐ˿PGLEÐRFCÐ
teacher, the director emphasized on many occasions that he had
68 Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women. Concluding
observations: Russian Federation .CEDAW/C/RUS/CO/8 (2015). Paragraph 42(c): http://
R@GLRCPLCR MFAFP MPE =J?WMSRQ RPC?RW@MBWCVRCPL?J "MULJM?B ?QNVQWK@MJLM!#"5
%2fC%2fRUS%2fCO%2f8&Lang= en.
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no problems with Alevtina’s professional performance and that
her sexual orientation was the real reason for dismissal.
'RÐ GQÐ ?JKMQRÐ GKNMQQG@JCÐ RMÐ ˿LBÐ ?Ð HM@Ð GLÐ RFCÐ CBSA?RGML?JÐ QNFCPCÐ
having a record of dismissal on the ground of immoral deed:
such record becomes a reason for prepossession against the
RC?AFCP¦QÐOS?JG˿A?RGMLÐ?LBÐNCPQML?JGRW Ð'LÐRFCÐ@CEGLLGLEÐMDÐ Ð
with the help of Coming Out’s lawyers and attorneys, Alevtina
˿JCBÐ ?Ð QSGRÐ RMÐ )GPMTQIGWÐ "GQRPGARÐ !MSPRÐ UFCPCÐ QFCÐ QR?RCBÐ RFCÐ
inconsistency and illegality of her dismissal along with moral
harm due to discrimination. Alevtina’s attorneys demanded to
reinstate her in position, to enforce salary payment for the term
of involuntary absence and to compensate moral harm. During
the court proceedings, representatives of the school were
proving that the reason for dismissal was not Alevtina’s sexual
orientation but “immoral and unethical behavior, inappropriate
for an educational worker, which can be seen on obscene photos
where she publicly demonstrates inappropriate gestures, poses
and an unethically close same-sex relationship”. Remarkably,
the interests of the school were represented in court by lawyer
Vladislav Nechunaev, member of the Narodny Sobor movement,
who was present on the rally on the May Day demonstration
where he, together with deputy Milonov, insulted the participants
and demonstrated inappropriate and insulting gestures in public
FGKQCJD Ð-LÐNPGJÐ Ð ÐRFCÐAMSPRÐMDÐRFCÐ˿PQRÐGLQR?LACÐBGQKGQQCBÐ
Alevtina’s claim and on May 21, her attorneys appealed to the
Saint Petersburg City Court. On September 3, the City Court
heard the appeal. The hearings continued for approximately 10
minutes. Timur Bulatov came to the hearing and was making
insulting comments on the attorney’s statement. He made rude
gestures, argued with the court and tried to make nonauthorized
audio recording and photos. The appellate complaint was
BGQKGQQCB ÐJCTRGL?¦QÐ?RRMPLCWQÐ˿JCBÐ?ÐA?QQ?RGML?JÐ?NNC?JÐ
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to Saint Petersburg City Court Presidium69.
• In summer 2015 Dmitry Isayev, MD, head of Clinical
Psychology Department of Saint Petersburg State Medical
.CBG?RPGAÐ 3LGTCPQGRW Ð JMQRÐ FGQÐ HM@Ð ?̃CPÐ @CGLEÐ NCPQCASRCBÐ @WÐ
homophobic activists. Dmitry Isayev is a psychiatrist and
psychotherapist, specialist in gender and sexual psychology. For
K?LWÐWC?PQ Ð'Q?WCTÐF?QÐ@CCLÐUMPIGLEÐGLÐRFCÐ˿CJBÐMDÐRP?LQECLBCPÐ
health. He had been the head of diagnostic commission on the
basis of Saint Petersburg State Medical Pediatric University
since 2006; in this commission, transgender persons
could undergo medical examination and be diagnosed with
“transsexualism”, a diagnosis which is necessary to undergo
medical and legal gender reassignment. Transgender persons
valued Isayev’s professionalism; examination in his commission
was far more accessible than in other specialized institutions,
and transgender persons from across the country came to Saint
Petersburg for Isayev’s help. Also, Isayev repeatedly spoke up
against homophobia and transphobia, supported the LGBTQI
community and held lectures for LGBTQI persons. In May 2015,
FCÐBCJGTCPCBÐ?LÐMLJGLCÐJCARSPCÐDMPÐRFCÐ!FGJBPCLÐÐNPMHCAR Ð̃CPÐ
that, an online transphobic and homophobic campaign against
Doctor Isayev began. Timur Bulatov played the leading role in
this harassment campaign. Homophobic activists had gathered
?Ð £NPM˿JC¤Ð MLÐ 'Q?WCTÐ UFCPC Ð GLRCPÐ ?JG? Ð RFCWÐ A?R?JMESCBÐ ?JJÐ
Isayev’s public presentations on LGBTQI issues, his statements
in support or LGBT minors, criticism of homophobia and the
£NPMN?E?LB?Ð J?U¤ Ð 2FCÐ £NPM˿JC¤Ð ?JQMÐ GLAJSBCBÐ ?Ð JGQRÐ MDÐ 'Q?WCT¦QÐ
online “friends” in VKontakte social network, including members
of the transgender community and LGBT-activists. According
to the document, Doctor Isayev “actively promoted destructive
ideas of genderism and sodomy in the country”. Timur Bulatov


The case is a part of Coming Out’s Strategic Litigation Program.



publicly stated his intention to achieve doctor Isayev’s dismissal
?LBÐ QR?PRCBÐ RMÐ A?JJÐ DMPÐ ˿JGLEÐ AMKNJ?GLRQÐ ?E?GLQRÐ 'Q?WCTÐ RMÐ RFCÐ
3LGTCPQGRWÐ?LBÐRMÐRFCÐ.PMQCASRMP¦QÐ-́AC Ð&MKMNFM@GAÐ?ARGTGQRQÐ
˿JCBÐ LSKCPMSQÐ AMKNJ?GLRQÐ UFCPCÐ RFCWÐ BCK?LBCBÐ RMÐ TCPGDWÐ
whether it was legitimate for Isayev to be the Head of the
Department of clinical psychology, to verify the legitimacy of his
licenses for medical gender reassignment, and to investigate
supposed violations of the “propaganda law”. All complaints
UCPCÐ˿JCBÐRFPMSEFÐRFCÐ'LRCPLCRÐGLÐ?ÐSLG˿CBÐDMPKÐAPC?RCBÐMLÐMLCÐ
of the homophobic websites.
'LÐ RFCÐ CLBÐ MDÐ (SLC Ð PCNPCQCLR?RGTCQÐ MDÐ RFCÐ .PMQCASRMP¦QÐ -́ACÐ
carried out an investigation in the University and pressed
the Principal to dismiss Isayev. The next day, the Principal
summoned Isayev and presented him with a choice: either to
UPGRCÐ?LÐ?NNJGA?RGMLÐDMPÐTMJSLR?PWÐUGRFBP?U?JÐMPÐRMÐ@CÐ˿PCBÐMLÐ
the ground of “immoral act”. The Principal also required to write
an explanatory report where Isayev was to explain that he “did
not propagandize non-traditional relations”. On the same day,
Isayev was dismissed retroactively. On July 10, Isayev was
QSKKMLCBÐRMÐRFCÐ.PMQCASRMP¦QÐ-́AC70 where he was demanded
RMÐUPGRCÐ?LMRFCPÐCVNJ?L?RMPWÐPCNMPR Ð̃CPÐRF?R ÐPCNPCQCLR?RGTCQÐ
of the agency informed Isayev that they had no claims against
him. Thus, Doctor Isayev was forced to withdraw voluntarily. The
medical commission for transgender persons was dissolved.
In December 2015, Timur Bulatov resumed the distribution of
'Q?WCT¦QÐ£NPM˿JC¤Ð?LBÐRMÐA?JJÐDMPÐAMKNJ?GLRQÐ?E?GLQRÐFGK ÐRFGQÐRGKCÐ
to the medical clinic where D.D. Isayev works currently, and to
the Ministry of Health71.

70Ð *CRRCPÐDPMKÐRFCÐ.PMQCASRGMLÐ-́ACÐMDÐ4W@MPEQIWÐ"GQRPGARÐMLÐ(SLCÐ ÐÐ̽Ð
2306/2015
71 The description is based on the online interview with the victim.
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Sometimes, homophobic activists persecute educational
workers for months: they trace their career development and
as soon as they learn of the new workplace of their victims, they
QR?PRÐRMÐ˿JCÐAMKNJ?GLRQÐRMÐRFCÐ?BKGLGQRP?RGMLÐMDÐRFCÐCBSA?RGML?JÐ
institutions. In most cases, their victims lose jobs; sometimes
the administration chooses to stand up for its employees and
ignores the complaints. In 2015, we documented two cases of
persecution of educational workers, which did not result in their
dismissal thanks to the school’s support.
• R., a gay man, is a teacher who works in several educational
institutions for children; he had also worked in a children’s
shelter. He also acts in performances for children. R. is not out
at work. On June 2, 2015, he received a message in VKontakte
network from unknown user (whose account was subscribed to
several homophobic groups): “So... I received some information
that you’re a fag working with children. There are grounds
for believing that you are a pedophile. To avoid scandal and
rampage we advice you to quit your job at the shelter and never
again approach a child. Otherwise we will be forced to send a
group to deactivate you. When you make a decision, inform us.
Your silence means refusal to cooperate...” At that time, R. had
already quit his job in the shelter, which led him to a conclusion
that homophobic activists had been gathering information about
FGKÐDMPÐ?ÐJMLEÐRGKC Ð&CÐBGBÐLMRÐ?LQUCP Ð?LBÐ?̃CPÐQMKCÐRGKCÐFCÐ
PCACGTCBÐ RFCÐ RFPC?RQÐ ?E?GL Ð 0 Ð GELMPCBÐ RFCK Ð 'LÐ QSKKCP Ð ?̃CPÐ
taking part in organizing an educational summer camp for
AFGJBPCL Ð0 ÐPCACGTCBÐ?ÐHM@ÐM˾CPÐGLÐ?ÐLCUÐCBSA?RGML?JÐNPMHCARÐDPMKÐ
A., one of the camp organizers. For two months, they discussed
the proposal and planned the project. In August, A. suddenly
wrote to R. that if R. was gay, they could not allow him to work
with children. R. asked how they came to know of his sexuality,
and whether they had issues with him as a teacher. A. did not
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answer. R. supposes that his potential employer had received
?Ð £NPM˿JC¤Ð DPMKÐ 2GKSPÐ SJ?RMT Ð 5FGJCÐ UMPIGLEÐ MLÐ BG˾CPCLRÐ
project, R. consulted A. on some issues, but A. accused him of
“propagandizing homosexualism” and refused to talk to him. In
the middle of September, a manager of the child center where a
performance with R. was to be shown received a phone call from
Timur Bulatov. Bulatov demanded to prohibit the performance
because R. was gay and allegedly a pedophile. Bulatov sent
0 ¦QÐ £NPM˿JC¤Ð RMÐ RFCÐ BGPCARMPÐ MDÐ RFCÐ ACLRCP Ð 'RÐ ?JQMÐ A?KCÐ RMÐ 0 ¦QÐ
knowledge that Bulatov had been making calls to his friends,
˿QFGLEÐ MSRÐ DMPÐ GLDMPK?RGMLÐ MLÐ 0 ¦QÐ ASPPCLRÐ CKNJMWKCLRÐ ?LBÐ
place of residence. R. had talked to the administration of the
child center and to the principal of the school where he currently
works; they supported him and R. kept his job. At the same
time, Timur Bulatov mentioned on his personal page that he had
gained R.’s dismissal.72.
• A., a gay man, works in one of Saint Petersburg’s schools as
vice principal for information system development. He works
with computers and documents; he is not a teacher. Not long
before the start of the school year, Timur Bulatov assembled a
 N?ECÐ£NPM˿JC¤ÐMLÐ Ð?LBÐQCLRÐGRÐRMÐRFCÐQAFMMJÐ?BKGLGQRP?RGMLÐ
and to the chief manager of the local Educational Department,
along with letters with demands of A.’s dismissal. Timur Bulatov
BGQQCKGL?RCBÐ RFCÐ £NPM˿JC¤Ð GLÐ RFCÐ 'LRCPLCRÐ ?LBÐ A?JJCBÐ RMÐ UPGRCÐ
AMKNJ?GLRQÐ?E?GLQRÐ ÐRMÐRFCÐQAFMMJ Ð ¦QÐ£NPM˿JC¤ÐK?GLJWÐAMLQGQRCBÐ
of the content of A.’s Vkontakte personal page; it did not include
sensitive or LGBT-related content, only a sarcastic image of
4GR?JWÐ +GJMLMTÐ ?LBÐ QMKCÐ NFMRMQÐ R?ICLÐ BSPGLEÐ RFCÐ ̀?QFKM@Ð
“People under 18 are not allowed to see me”. On September 1,
when A. came to the celebratory school assembly, he noticed
a police squad in the schoolyard. The principal approached A.
72
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The description is based on an interview with the victim.

?LBÐ?QICBÐFGKÐ£RMÐICCNÐGRÐJMU¤ Ð̃CPÐRFCÐCLBÐMDÐRFCÐACJC@P?RGMLQ Ð
the principal told A. that she had received letters from an “NGO
Action”73 and showed him the letters. The school principal and
some of A.’s colleagues know of his sexual orientation, but A.
is not an activist and has never come out publicly. It remains
unknown where Timur Bulatov had gathered the information.
A. suspects that the information could come from several of the
students, whom he had noticed visiting both gay and nationalistic
groups on the Internet. The principal supported A. and visited
the District Administration (they had also received the letters;
presence of the police squad was on the Administration’s
instruction). The Principal talked to the Head of the Educational
Department and they agreed that Bulatov’s letters were not
credible, and A. was a good employee with no reasons to be
˿PCB Ð 2FCÐ &C?BÐ MDÐ RFCÐ "CN?PRKCLRÐ ?AILMUJCBECBÐ RF?RÐ £QCVS?JÐ
orientation cannot be considered as a ground for impossibility of
work at school”. The principal asked A. to work from home for
some days for reasons of safety. The Principal and A. agreed to
ignore any further letters from Bulatov74.

Harassment and Workplace Discrimination
in Education Based on Sexual Orientation
as a Result of Prejudice
Some LGBTQI persons working in education face pressure
and workplace discrimination based on their sexual orientation
because of the employers’ prejudice and discriminatory policies.
73 Timur Bulatov calls himself leader of this organization. Upon open sources of
GLDMPK?RGML ÐRFGQÐMPE?LGX?RGMLÐGQÐLMRÐḾAG?JJWÐPCEGQRCPCB ÐBMCQÐLMRÐF?TCÐRFCÐQR?RSQÐMDÐ
,%-Ð?LBÐGQÐ?ARS?JJWÐMLJWÐ?ÐEPMSNÐGLÐ4IMLR?IRCÐQMAG?JÐLCRUMPIÐFRRNQ TI AMK BCWQRTGC=
islam).
74 The description is based on the interview with the victim.
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• D. is a University professor. In spring 2015, he married a
man in a European country. On May 18, a University security
ḾACPÐ QSKKMLCBÐ " Ð ?LBÐ GLQGQRCBÐ RF?RÐ FCÐ KSQRÐ BCJCRCÐ ?JJÐ RFCÐ
information about his personal life from the Internet, including
photos of the wedding. D. refused and explained that there
U?QÐLMRFGLEÐGJJCEGRGK?RCÐGLÐRFCÐGLDMPK?RGML Ð2FCÐQCASPGRWÐḾACPÐ
toned down but continued to put pressure on D., explaining that
“it would be less dangerous” for him. They also mentioned that
RFCÐ.PMQCASRMP¦QÐ-́ACÐF?BÐU?PLCBÐRFCKÐRF?RÐ" ÐKGEFRÐ£A?SQCÐ
problems” for the University. Again, D. said that he would not
BCJCRCÐRFCÐGLDMPK?RGMLÐ?LBÐRFCÐḾACPQÐQRMNNCBÐNSQFGLE
• In July 2015, Denis Oleynik was denied employment based
on his sexual orientation. In search for a job, Denis had posted
his CV on recruitment websites. On July 6, he received a letter
from a representative of The Captains Foundation, coordinator
of the educational program The Captains of Russia, where
QFCÐ M˾CPCBÐ FGKÐ ?Ð HM@Ð GLRCPTGCUÐ DMPÐ T?A?LRÐ NMQGRGMLÐ MDÐ RP?GLGLEÐ
K?L?ECP Ð "CLGQÐ AML˿PKCBÐ FGQÐ GLRCPCQRÐ GLÐ RFCÐ HM@ Ð ?LBÐ ?EPCCBÐ
for a skype interview. During the interview, the representative
of The Captains Foundation explained him in detail the work
features of the educational program and the functions of a
RP?GLGLEÐK?L?ECP Ð̃CPÐRFCÐGLRCPTGCU Ð"CLGQÐU?QÐM˾CPCBÐRFCÐHM@ Ð
The organization is situated in Moscow and the representative
of the Foundation told Denis that they were ready to cover
the expenses for the tickets to Moscow and accommodation
DCCÐ BSPGLEÐ RFCÐ NPM@?RGML?PWÐ NCPGMB Ð ?LBÐ ?̃CPÐ RFCÐ CLBÐ MDÐ RFCÐ
NCPGMB Ð FCÐ UMSJBÐ PCACGTCÐ ˿L?LAG?JÐ FCJNÐ RMÐ N?WÐ PCLR Ð ̃CPÐ RF?R Ð
RFCÐPCNPCQCLR?RGTCÐM˾CPCBÐ"CLGQÐRMÐ?BBÐFCPÐRMÐFGQÐ£DPGCLBQ¤ÐJGQRÐ
in VKontakte network for “faster communication”. Denis did so.
In the evening, Denis received a message in VKontakte from the
representative where she asked him to “clarify his orientation”.
Denis answered that he was in a stable relationship with a man.
The representative of the Foundation told him that “the ideology
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and management of our program are such that we adhere to
a traditional point of view on many questions”. She also told
about some “strict criteria” for employees one of which was,
implicitly, heterosexual orientation. Consequently, during this
communication, Denis was refused the job. Later that day, Denis
received an email from the representative, where she wrote
RF?RÐRFCÐ$MSLB?RGMLÐA?LLMRÐUMPIÐUGRFÐ"CLGQ Ð"CLGQ¦ÐOS?JG˿A?RGMLÐ
JCTCJÐ KCRÐ RFCÐ MPE?LGX?RGML¦QÐ APGRCPG?Ð "CLGQÐ PCACGTCBÐ ?LÐ ḾAG?JÐ
job proposal from the Foundation. Homosexual orientation was
the only reason for employment denial.
-LÐRFCÐRFÐMDÐ-ARM@CP Ð"CLGQÐNSPQSCBÐJGRGE?RGMLÐ?LBÐ˿JCBÐ?ÐAJ?GKÐ
to Nagatinsky District Court of Moscow to declare illegal the
discriminational denial of employment and to charge The Captains
Foundation with 75 000 rubles (1000 Euro) as compensation
for moral harm. On November 25th, the court dismissed the
claim due to lack of evidence of connection between the person
communicating with Denis and and The Captains Foundation75.
Denis’ lawyers are going to appeal against this decision76.

75 The decision of the Nagatinsky District Court of Moscow under 25 November
 ÐA?QCÐ̽Ð  
76 The case is a part of Coming Out’s Strategic Litigation Program.
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Discrimination and Violence
against Transgender Persons
Many cases of human rights abuses documented by Coming
Out’s Monitoring Program in 2015 are related to violence
and discrimination against transgender persons based on
their gender identity, documents status or appearance. We
documented seven cases of denial of legal gender reassignment
@WÐ!GTGJÐ0CEGQRPWÐ-́ACQ ÐÐA?QCQÐMDÐQCPTGACÐBCLG?J ÐÐA?QCQÐMDÐ
workplace discrimination, 2 cases of harassment in educational
institutions, 4 cases of physical violence (including 2 cases of
NFWQGA?JÐ?QQ?SJRÐ@WÐJ?UÐCLDMPACKCLRÐḾACPQ
In 2015, the situation with transgender rights in Saint
Petersburg deteriorated dramatically due to the changes in
practice of legal gender reassignment.
The procedure of legal gender reassignment in Russia is
poorly regulated in law. The possibility to change one’s gender
K?PICPÐGLÐGBCLRG˿A?RGMLÐBMASKCLRQÐGQÐQR?RCBÐGLÐRFCÐPRGAJCÐÐMDÐ
the Federal Law “Concerning Acts of Civil Status”: “A decision on
the making of corrections or changes of an act of civil status is to
@CÐK?BCÐ@WÐRFCÐ!GTGJÐ0CEGQRPWÐ-́ACÐNPMTGBCBÐRF?RÐÐ ÐBMASKCLRQÐ
on change of sex delivered by a medical organization in the proper
form and by the proper procedure established by the Ministry
of Health”77. The law refers to a document “of a proper form
and procedure”, which implies the existence of supplemental
regulatory legislation. However, such regulations were never
77
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Federal Law as of 25.11.2013 N 317-FL.

GLRPMBSACB Ð'LÐ Ð?Ð%MTCPLKCLRÐ0CESJ?RGMLÐBCJCE?RCBÐRFCÐ
development of the form in question to the Ministry of Health.
However, this form has still not been adopted. In 2005, a special
working group in the Ministry of Health was assembled to develop
the form78; however, in 2007 the body was disseminated without
?AFGCTGLEÐ?LWÐQGELG˿A?LRÐPCQSJRQ79. In a vast majority of cases,
!GTGJÐ0CEGQRPWÐ-́ACQÐGLÐ0SQQG?ÐBCLWÐJCE?JÐECLBCPÐPC?QQGELKCLRÐ
for transgender persons referring to the lack of the proper form,
and transgender individuals are forced to go to court in order
RMÐF?TCÐRFCGPÐBMASKCLRQÐAF?LECB Ð2FCÐGLQŚAGCLAWÐMDÐRFCÐJCE?JÐ
framework regulating terms and procedures of legal gender
reassignment leads to disunity of legal practice: the access to
right to civil gender reassignment de facto depends on how a
!GTGJÐ0CEGQRPWÐ-́ACPÐMPÐHSBECÐGLRCPNPCRQÐRFCÐQGRS?RGML Ð
3LRGJÐ PCACLRJW Ð RFCÐ NP?ARGACÐ QNCAG˿A?JJWÐ GLÐ 1?GLRÐ .CRCPQ@SPEÐ
adhered to international standards. The procedure was quick,
transparent and accessible: transgender individuals were
able to change documents via administrative procedure in
!GTGJÐ 0CEGQRPWÐ -́ACQÐ ?Ð ACPRG˿A?RCÐ AML˿PKGLEÐ QSPECPWÐ U?QÐ LMRÐ
PCOSGPCB Ð 'LÐ  Ð RFCÐ !GTGJÐ 0CEGQRPWÐ -́ACÐ !MKKGRRCCÐ MDÐ 1?GLRÐ
.CRCPQ@SPEÐDMPKSJ?RCBÐ?ÐNMJGAW ÐQR?RGLEÐRF?RÐ!GTGJÐ0CEGQRPWÐ-́ACQÐ
are to change documents for transgender individuals without
legal proceedings and without a requirement of surgery and
78 Order of the Ministry of Health and Social Development of the Russian
Federation of April 25, 2005: “On the creation of working group for preparation of
regulatory legal enactment and guidelines concerning issues of diagnostics, treatment
and rehabilitation for people diagnosed with transsexualism and other gender identity
disorders”: http://rudoctor.net/medicine/bz-rw/med-umnuz.htm.
 Order of Ministry of Healthcare and Social Development of Russian Federation
SLBCPÐÐ"CACK@CPÐÐƼ Ð£!MLACPLGLEÐMPBCPQÐMDÐ&C?JRFA?PCÐ?LBÐ1MAG?JÐ"CTCJMNKCLRÐ
of Russian Federation declared to be no longer in force”: assistance system “Consultant
Plus”.
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hormonal replacement therapy80.
Since the summer 2015, transgender persons started to
ECRÐPCDSQ?JQÐDPMKÐ!GTGJÐ0CEGQRPWÐ-́ACQÐRMÐRFCGPÐ?NNJGA?RGMLQÐDMPÐ
document change. Now, the procedure can be obtained only
through court proceedings. Moreover, in a majority of cases
QSPECPWÐACPRG˿A?RCQÐ?PCÐLMUÐPCOSGPCB Ð2FCÐ+MLGRMPGLEÐ.PMEP?KÐ
has documented six cases of such refusals in 2015.
• Diana Yashenkova is a transgender woman. She has
been undergoing hormonal treatment for several years and is
QMAG?JGXCBÐ?QÐ?ÐUMK?L Ð-LÐ(SLCÐ ÐÐ"G?L?Ð˿JCBÐ?ÐNCRGRGMLÐ
RMÐ RFCÐ !GTGJÐ 0CEGQRPWÐ -́ACÐ MDÐ RFCÐ 4W@MPEQIWÐ "GQRPGARÐ MDÐ 1?GLRÐ
.CRCPQ@SPEÐ RMÐ K?ICÐ AF?LECQÐ RMÐ RFCÐ @GPRFÐ ACPRG˿A?RC81. She
?RR?AFCBÐ DMSPÐ KCBGA?JÐ ACPRG˿A?RCQÐ AML˿PKGLEÐ FCPÐ BG?ELMQGQÐ
of “Transsexualism” by a psychiatrist, indicating that she had
undergone irreversible hormonal gender reassignment, and a
PCAMKKCLB?RGMLÐRMÐAF?LECÐFCPÐJCE?JÐECLBCP Ð̃CPÐRFCÐ0CEGQRPWÐ
-́ACÐPCACGTCBÐRFCÐNCRGRGML ÐRFCWÐA?JJCBÐ"G?L?Ð?LBÐ?QICBÐFCPÐGDÐ
she was planning to undergo surgery and informed her that the
duration of the review of her petition was prolonged for three
months “due to the necessity of surgery”. In August, Diana and
FCPÐPCNPCQCLR?RGTCÐTGQGRCBÐRFCÐ!GTGJÐ0CEGQRPWÐ-́ACÐRMÐBGQASQQÐRFCÐ
possibility to change the documents. They submitted a legal
opinion on the possibility of legal gender reassignment without
surgery along with examples of positive court decisions on
document change for transgender persons without surgical
GLRCPTCLRGMLQÐ ?LBÐ ?LÐ ?LQUCPÐ MDÐ RFCÐ !GTGJÐ 0CEGQRPWÐ -́ACÐ
Committee dated 2011, where it was stated that surgery is not
80Ð Ð*CRRCPÐDPMKÐ!GTGJÐ0CEGQRPWÐ-́ACÐ!MKKGRRCCÐMDÐ1?GLR .CRCPQ@SPEÐ%MTCPLKCLRÐ
SLBCPÐÐ+?PAFÐÐ̽Ð  ƻ   
81 The case is part of Coming Out’s Strategic Litigation Program and Transgender
Legal Defense Project.
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PCOSGPCBÐ DMPÐ RFCÐ NPMACBSPC Ð 'KKCBG?RCJWÐ ?̃CPÐ RF?R Ð "G?L?Ð ?LBÐ
FCPÐ PCNPCQCLR?RGTCÐ TGQGRCBÐ RFCÐ *CE?JÐ ˾?GPQÐ -́ACÐ MDÐ RFCÐ !GTGJÐ
0CEGQRPWÐ -́ACÐ !MKKGRRCC Ð 2FCWÐ QFMUCBÐ "G?L?¦QÐ BMASKCLRQÐ
RMÐRFCÐḾAC¦QÐPCNPCQCLR?RGTCÐ?LBÐCLOSGPCBÐMDÐRFCÐNMQQG@GJGRWÐRMÐ
make changes to Diana’s birth record. A representative of the
agency answered that the practice in Saint Petersburg had
changed, and now the procedure could be done either with a
QSPECPWÐACPRG˿A?RCÐMPÐGLÐRFCÐAMSPR Ð-LÐ1CNRCK@CPÐ Ð ÐRFCÐ
!GTGJÐ0CEGQRPWÐ-́ACÐPCDSQCBÐRMÐK?ICÐAF?LECQÐRMÐRFCÐ"G?L?¦QÐ@GPRFÐ
ACPRG˿A?RCÐ BSCÐ RMÐ ?@QCLACÐ MDÐ QSPECPW82 Ð Ð -LÐ -ARM@CPÐ  Ð  Ð
Diana petitioned Vyborgsky district court with administrative
?NNC?JÐAF?JJCLEGLEÐRFCÐ!GTGJÐ0CEGQRPWÐ-́AC¦QÐBCAGQGML Ð
• D. is a transgender man who has undergone mastectomy
and has been on hormonal treatment for several years. On
1CNRCK@CPÐ  Ð  Ð " Ð ˿JCBÐ ?Ð NCRGRGMLÐ RMÐ RFCÐ !GTGJÐ 0CEGQRPWÐ
-́ACÐ ?AAMPBGLEÐ RMÐ NJ?ACÐ MDÐ PCQGBCLACÐ RMÐ K?ICÐ AF?LECQÐ RMÐ
FGQÐ BMASKCLRQ Ð &CÐ ?RR?AFCBÐ ?Ð ACPRG˿A?RCÐ UGRFÐ ?Ð BG?ELMQGQÐ MDÐ
£2P?LQQCVS?JGQK¤Ð ?LBÐ ACPRG˿A?RCQÐ AML˿PKGLEÐ FMPKML?JÐ ?LBÐ
QSPEGA?JÐ ECLBCPÐ PC?QQGELKCLRÐ ?JMLEÐ UGRFÐ ?Ð ACPRG˿A?RCÐ MLÐ RFCÐ
necessity to change the legal gender marker. The Civil Registry
-́ACPÐ QRSBGCBÐ RFCÐ BMASKCLRQÐ ?LBÐ K?BCÐ ?Ð NFMLCÐ A?JJ Ð "SPGLEÐ
the phone conversation, she loudly discussed D.’s situation with
?Ð!GTGJÐ0CEGQRPWÐ-́ACÐ?QQMAG?RCÐMDÐ?ÐBG˾CPCLRÐBGQRPGAR Ð̃CPÐRF?R Ð
she explained to D. that according to new instructions from
RFCÐ -́ACÐ MDÐ *CE?JÐ ˾?GPQ Ð ?JJÐ !GTGJÐ 0CEGQRPWÐ -́ACQÐ KSQRÐ LMUÐ
AF?LECÐBMASKCLRQÐDMPÐRP?LQECLBCPÐGLBGTGBS?JQÐMLJWÐ?̃CPÐ?ÐAMSPRÐ
decision. She was constantly referring to “orders from above” but
BGBÐLMRÐQFMUÐ?LWÐḾAG?JÐBMASKCLRÐ?LBÐBGBÐLMRÐCVNJ?GLÐUFCLÐ?LBÐ
UFWÐQSAFÐ?ÐBCAGQGMLÐU?QÐK?BC Ð-LÐ1CNRCK@CPÐ Ð" ÐPCACGTCBÐ?LÐ
82Ð *CRRCPÐ MDÐ !GTGJÐ 0CEGQRPWÐ -́ACÐ MDÐ 4W@MPEQIWÐ "GQRPGARÐ MDÐ 1?GLR .CRCPQ@SPEÐ MLÐ
making amendments to the the act of civil status on September 11, 2015 (case N 61),
LMRG˿A?RGMLÐMLÐ1CNRCK@CPÐ Ð



ḾAG?JÐPCDSQ?JÐRMÐAF?LECÐFGQÐECLBCPÐK?PICPÐ£BSCÐRMÐJ?AIÐMDÐRFCÐ
NPMNCPÐDMPK¤ Ð̃CPÐPCACGTGLEÐRFCÐPCDSQ?J Ð" ÐK?BCÐ?LÐ?NNC?JÐRMÐ
the Primorskiy District Court83.

Some transgender persons, lacking the opportunity to
undergo all medical treatment required for legal gender
reassignment, decide to change their name and keep the
previous gender marker. However, in Saint Petersburg they are
not able to do even that.
pÐ LL? Ð ?Ð RP?LQECLBCPÐ UMK?L Ð ˿JCBÐ ?LÐ ?NNC?JÐ RMÐ RFCÐ !GTGJÐ
0CEGQRPWÐ-́ACÐMDÐ$PSLXCLQIWÐ"GQRPGARÐRMÐAF?LECÐFCPÐL?KCÐDPMKÐ
traditionally male to traditionally female one, without the change
of gender marker84. Anna has been living as a woman for many
WC?PQÐ ?LBÐ F?QÐ M̃CLÐ D?ACBÐ NPM@JCKQÐ UFCLÐ SQGLEÐ BMASKCLRQÐ
(which hold a male name): representatives of government
agencies and organizations do not identify her as male. Anna
F?BÐ ?JQMÐ GLDMPKCBÐ RFCÐ !GTGJÐ 0CEGQRPWÐ -́ACÐ MDÐ FCPÐ BCAGQGMLÐ RMÐ
eliminate the patronymic in her documents. However, the Chief
-́ACPÐGLDMPKCBÐFCPÐRF?RÐRFGQÐNPMACBSPCÐGQÐGKNMQQG@JC ÐQMÐLL?Ð
decided to change her patronymic from masculine to feminine
and included it in her appeal. Before applying personally, Anna
˿JCBÐ ?LÐ ?NNC?JÐ DMPÐ AF?LECÐ MDÐ ?Ð L?KCÐ TG?Ð ?LÐ MLJGLCÐ ?NNJGA?RGMLÐ
QWQRCK ÐJC?TGLEÐRFCÐ£N?RPMLWKGA¤Ð˿CJBÐ@J?LI Ð
-LÐ$C@PS?PWÐ ÐRFCÐ!GTGJÐ0CEGQRPWÐ-́ACÐPCDSQCBÐRFCÐL?KCÐAF?LEC Ð
AGRGLEÐRFCÐD?ARÐRF?RÐḾAG?JÐPCAMPBQÐKSQRÐ@CÐICNRÐGLÐ0SQQG?L Ð?LBÐ
the rules of the Russian language dictate that a man must have
a male name, and a woman must have a female name. Anna
83 The case is conducted under Coming Out’s Strategic Litigation Program with
support of Transgender Legal Defense Project.
84 The case is part of Coming Out’s Strategic Litigation Program with the support
of Transgender Legal Defense Project.
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challenged the refusal in court but on July 16, her appeal was
dismissed85. The court’s refusal was motivated by the argument
RF?RÐ ?Ð AGRGXCL¦QÐ L?KCÐ AF?LECÐ ?˾CARQÐ NS@JGAÐ GLRCPCQR Ð KC?LGLEÐ
that the absence of a ban on name choice cannot be interpreted
as the right to use any name. Therefore, an individual with a
gender marker of male does not have the right to use a female
name. The court also indicated that in order to change her name
to a female name, the petitioner must present the court with
evidence of gender reassignment. The City Court upheld this
ruling86.

The prolonged legal gender reassignment procedure
RFPMSEFÐ AMSPRÐ QGELG˿A?LRJWÐ AMKNJGA?RCQÐ RFCÐ JGDCÐ MDÐ RP?LQECLBCPÐ
persons: they have to use their old documents in this period
and are thus exposed to discrimination and forced to reveal
their gender status in everyday life. Transgender persons who
had not changed their documents risk facing service denials
and humiliating treatment every time they have to use their
N?QQNMPR Ð 'LÐ  Ð UCÐ BMASKCLRCBÐ Ð A?QCQÐ MDÐ QCPTGACÐ BCLG?JÐ
to transgender persons based on the mismatch between their
appearance and passport data: 1 case of bank services denial,
1 denial of medical services, 3 denials of transport services, 14
cases of goods denials in shops.
We have also documented 13 cases of workplace
discrimination of transgender persons based on the mismatch
between documents and appearance/identity.
85Ð *CRRCPÐ DPMKÐ RFCÐ !GTGJÐ 0CEGQRPWÐ -́ACÐ MDÐ $PSLXCLQIWÐ "GQRPGARÐ MDÐ !GTGJÐ 0CEGQRPWÐ
-́ACÐ!MKKGRRCCÐMDÐRFCÐ1?GLR .CRCPQ@SPEÐEMTCPLKCLRÐSLBCPÐÐ$C@PS?PWÐÐ,Ð Ð
QGELCBÐ@WÐRFCÐAFGCDÐḾACPÐ# # Ð4CQCJMT?
86Ð NNCJJ?RCÐPSJGLEÐMDÐ1?GLR .CRCPQ@SPEÐ!GRWÐ!MSPR Ð,MTCK@CPÐ Ð ÐA?QCÐ̽Ð
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pÐ # Ð?ÐRP?LQECLBCPÐK?L ÐU?QÐ˿PCBÐ?̃CPÐ?ÐFMPGXMLR?JÐNPMKMRGMLÐ
without any explanations. E. supposed that the reason of the
dismissal was the female gender marker in his documents.
• In August 2015, Irina, a transgender woman, was denied
employment because her appearance did not match her
documents. She was interviewed in a renowned IT company. The
interview had gone well and Irina understood that the company
was ready to hire her. In the end of the interview, Irina came
out as trans and explained that she still had male documents. A
company representative called back and to tell Irina that she was
CJGEG@JCÐDMPÐRFCÐT?A?LAWÐ?LBÐRFCWÐUMSJBÐF?TCÐBC˿LGRCJWÐCKNJMWCBÐ
her, but could not do this because of her documents.
• Diana, a transgender woman, was denied employment 4 times
in 2015. In two cases, the employers told her that the discrepancy
between appearance and documents was the reason of denial,
and in two other cases, the employers gave no explanation
(however, Diana suspects the same reason).
pÐ ,?R?JW? Ð ?Ð RP?LQECLBCPÐ UMK?L Ð D?ACBÐ ?LÐ ?RRCKNRÐ RMÐ ˿PCÐ FCPÐ
and six employment denials in one year. She got humiliating
comments and faced an incident of physical assault from the
K?L?ECPÐMDÐ?Ð̀MPGQRÐQFMNÐUFCPCÐQFCÐSQCBÐRMÐUMPIÐQFCÐF?BÐ@CCLÐ
CKNJMWCBÐ UGRFÐ K?JCÐ BMASKCLRQ Ð ̃CPÐ ,?R?JW?Ð A?KCÐ MSRÐ ?QÐ
a trans, she was forced to resign. At a job interview in a Lush
retail chain store, the managers refused to hire Natalya and said
that they “would be sent to prison if we hired someone with such
a passport”. During a job interview for the position of a callcenter operator in Rostelekom company, Natalya explained her
situation and said that she was going to undergo a diagnostic
commission for gender reassignment. She was told to return
?̃CPÐ AF?LEGLEÐ FCPÐ BMASKCLRQ Ð -LÐ ?LMRFCPÐ HM@Ð GLRCPTGCU Ð RFCÐ
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UMK?LÐ U?QÐ RMJBÐ RF?RÐ QFCÐ U?QÐ OS?JG˿CBÐ DMPÐ RFCÐ NMQGRGMLÐ ?LBÐ
BMASKCLRÐBGQAPCN?LAWÐUMSJBÐLMRÐ@CÐ?ÐNPM@JCK Ð@SRÐQMMLÐ?̃CPÐ
that she was denied employment. During a job interview in the
Pyaterochka chain store, Natalya was told that she was eligible
DMPÐRFCÐNMQGRGMLÐ?̃CPÐQFCÐCVNJ?GLCBÐFCPÐQGRS?RGML ÐRFCÐGLRCPTGCUCPQÐ
gathered HR specialists to discuss “where to place her so that
people would not kill her”. Later she was denied employment.
She was dismissed from Floral FantasyÐQRMPCÐ?̃CPÐRFCÐ˿PQRÐB?WÐ
of probation period. In August 2015, Natalya tried to get a job
?QÐ?ÐU?GRPCQQÐGLÐ?ÐAM˾CC @?P Ð"SPGLEÐRFCÐGLRCPTGCUÐQFCÐU?QÐRMJBÐ
RF?RÐFCPÐ?NNC?P?LACÐU?QÐLMRÐ˿RÐDMPÐRFCÐNMQGRGMLÐ£J?PECÐF?LBQ Ð
male nose - we need employees to look perfectly ordinary!”)
?LBÐRF?RÐAM˾CC @?PÐUGJJÐF?TCÐNPM@JCKQÐGLÐA?QCÐMDÐGLQNCARGML Ð2FCÐ
AM˾CC @?PÐMULCPÐM˾CPCBÐ,?R?JW?Ð?ÐNJMLECSPÐNMQGRGML Ð5FCLÐQFCÐ
PCDSQCB ÐRFCÐMULCPÐPSBCJWÐ?BTGQCBÐFCPÐRMÐ£˿LBÐ?ÐHM@ÐGLÐ?ÐRFCK?RGAÐ
club or a transvestite show”.

In 2015 we documented two cases of harassment of
transgender persons from professors or administration of
educational institutions based on the mismatch between their
appearance and documents.
• Egor, a transgender man, studied a Masters of Psychology
program in one of the higher education institutions of Saint
Petersburg. When he entered the program, he had been
undergoing hormonal treatment for 10 months, his appearance
was masculine but he still had old documents. Egor explained
his situation to the administration and told them that he would
change documents in approximately half a year. He asked the
-́ACÐ MDÐ "C?LÐ RMÐ JGQRÐ FGKÐ ?QÐ #EMPÐ GLÐ ?JJÐ ?A?BCKGAÐ PCAMPBQÐ @SRÐ
was denied and told that “we will write your passport name
everywhere until you change your documents”. As a result,
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many professors reacted harshly on the discrepancy. When
Egor declared his intention to focus his MA thesis research on
counseling services for transgender persons, he was repeatedly
asked to change the topic and not to mention transgender
GQQSCQÐ GLÐ RFCÐ RGRJC Ð "SPGLEÐ QSAFÐ BG?JMESCQ Ð RFCÐ 3LGTCPQGRWÐ QR?˾Ð
addressed Egor with his passport name and referred to in
feminine pronouns, which caused great stress to him. Egor’s
legal gender reassignment procedure was delayed; in March
2015 the University’s Vice-Principal started to threaten to ban
him from exams because he promised to change documents but
F?BÐLMRÐBMLCÐGR Ð#EMPÐ@PMSEFRÐ?ÐACPRG˿A?RCÐDPMKÐRFCÐ!GTGJÐ0CEGQRPWÐ
-́AC ÐUFGAFÐAML˿PKCBÐRF?RÐFGQÐBMASKCLRQÐUCPCÐGLÐRFCÐNPMACQQÐ
of change. However, he was prohibited from taking exams with
explanation that he neglected to pay for the studies (however,
RFCÐ AAMSLRGLEÐ "CN?PRKCLRÐ AML˿PKCBÐ RF?RÐ FCÐ F?BÐ BMLCÐ RFCÐ
N?WKCLR Ð 2FCÐ "C?LÐ -́ACÐ CVNJ?GLCBÐ RF?RÐ RFCÐ 4GAC .PGLAGN?JÐ
personally prohibited Egor from taking exams. Egor came to
the Principal to discuss the situation (during the conversation
the Principal told Egor that “the government does not approve
MDÐ RP?LQECLBCPLCQQ¤Ð ?LBÐ ?̃CPÐ RF?RÐ FCÐ QSKKMLCBÐ RFCÐ 4GAC
Principal, who gave Egor a resignation notice with a demand to
sign it. This case came public in the University and Egor gained
support from other students. It helped, and Egor was allowed
to take exams in an additional period, but he did not receive any
?NMJMEGCQÐDPMKÐRFCÐ3LGTCPQGRWÐQR?˾87.
pÐ 'LÐRFCÐ?SRSKLÐMDÐ Ð) Ð?Ð WC?P MJBÐRP?LQUMK?L ÐD?ACBÐ
bullying in the higher school of Saint Petersburg State University
of Aerospace Engineering and had to leave the school. Several
months earlier K. had started hormone replacement therapy,
and soon the changes became noticeable. When K. started to
socialize in female gender in everyday life, her groupmates began
87
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The description is based on an interview with the victim.

F?P?QQGLEÐ FCP Ð 2FCÐ NPMDCQQMPQÐ M̃CLÐ J?SEFCBÐ ?RÐ FCPÐ ?LBÐ LCTCPÐ
RPGCBÐRMÐQRMNÐMPÐNSLGQFÐRFCÐ@SJJGCQ Ð̃CPÐ?ÐUCCIÐMDÐFSKGJG?RGML Ð) Ð
quit her studies88.

Transgender persons are especially exposed to violence.
Because of the mismatch between their appearance and
documents and fear of further harassment, transgender
GLBGTGBS?JQÐM̃CLÐAFMMQCÐLMRÐRMÐPCNMPRÐAPGKCQÐRMÐJ?UÐCLDMPACKCLRÐ
agencies. Incidents of transphobic violence and humiliating
RPC?RKCLRÐDPMKÐNMJGACÐḾACPQÐ?PCÐ?ÐAF?JJCLEGLEÐGQQSC Ð
• In July 2015, D., a transgender woman and sex worker was
detained by the police while she was at a client’s house. She
U?QÐ@C?RCLÐ?RÐRFCÐNMJGACÐQR?RGMLÐRFCÐḾACPQÐ?NNPMNPG?RCBÐFCPÐ
personal belongings. As far as we know, D. did not appeal against
their actions in fear of further violence and harassment89.
• In October 2015, K., transgender woman, was stopped inside
the “Moskovskaya” subway station for documents inspection;
RFCÐḾACPQÐBGBÐLMRÐCVNJ?GLÐRFCÐPC?QMLÐDMPÐRFCÐAFCAI Ð5FCLÐRFCÐ
ḾACPQÐQ?UÐ) ¦QÐBMASKCLRQ ÐRFCWÐQR?PRCBÐRMÐJ?SEF Ð?LBÐRFCLÐMLCÐ
of them grabbed K. by the hand and led her somewhere by force,
without any explanations. It continued for about ten minutes. K.
was frightened; she started to cry and asked to let her go. Police
ḾACPQÐJ?SEFCBÐ?RÐFCP ÐQFMSRCBÐ£.GQQÐM˾ ÐD?EÔ¤Ð?LBÐJCRÐFCPÐEM90.

2P?LQECLBCPÐ NCPQMLQÐ ?PCÐ M̃CLÐ QS@HCARCBÐ RMÐ BGQAPGKGL?RGML Ð
88
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humiliating treatment, service denial and violation of their
rights in healthcare facilities:
• Kira, a young transwoman, faced de-facto involuntarily
hospitalization, along with abuses and humiliating treatment in
RFCÐFMQNGR?J Ð-LÐ"CACK@CPÐ Ð)GP?ÐU?QÐQRPCQQCBÐ?̃CPÐ?ÐOS?PPCJ Ð
and took high but not dangerous dose of sedatives (4 pills of
phenazepam). She felt sick from the pills, and Kira’s neighbor
called an ambulance. Seeing an empty box of sedative drugs,
the doctors made a conclusion that Kira committed a suicide
attempt. They started medical procedures necessary in such
cases (e.g. gastric lavage) without listening to her explanations
and refusals to undergo the procedure. Kira was taken to
RMVGAMJMEWÐU?PBÐMDÐ' ' Ð"H?LCJGBXC¦QÐ1AGCLRG˿AÐ0CQC?PAFÐ'LQRGRSRCÐ
MDÐ$GPQRÐGB Ð2FCÐFMQNGR?JÐQR?˾ÐQNMICÐRMÐFCPÐPSBCJWÐRFCWÐBGBÐLMRÐ
ask for her consent to medical procedures, addressed her in
masculine gender and by passport name, the doctors rudely
discussed Kira’s gender status (“What is this creature? Should
we put it with men or with women?”). They did not believe
that Kira had not attempted suicide. Kira’s friends brought her
FMPKMLCÐ?LBÐ?LRGBCNPCQQ?LRÐNGJJQ Ð@SRÐRFCÐFMQNGR?JÐQR?˾ÐPCDSQCBÐ
to give her the medicine (Kira must take the pills every day;
even the short interruption is dangerous for her health). Kira
@CE?LÐRMÐQS˾CPÐDPMKÐUGRFBP?U?JÐQFCÐU?QÐL?SQC?RGLEÐ?LBÐU?QÐ
experiencing vertigo. When Kira informed the doctors, they did
not give her necessary medicine and injected her with droperidol,
?ÐQRPMLEÐ?LRG NQWAFMRGAÐUGRFÐLSKCPMSQÐB?LECPMSQÐQGBCÐC˾CARQ Ð
They also took away Kira’s cell phone. Next morning, a lawyer
from an human rights organization came to the hospital, but
was refused to visit Kira. The next day Kira was transferred
to the psychosomatics ward for women (as she asked). The
doctors continued to treat her rudely, repeatedly commented on
her male documents; when Kira complained that she was cold,
the doctors threatened her (“Shut up, or I’ll send you to the men,
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they will have fun with you”). According to Kira, she cried every
day in the hospital: she was scared since the doctors would
not tell her anything of her medical treatment and of what will
happen to her. Soon she was told that if she refused to transfer
to a psychiatric hospital, she would be transferred involuntarily,
because the doctors suspect her of suicidal behavior. On the
same day, a board of doctors discussed her future treatment.
She was present on the concilium; the doctors addressed Kira
by her passport name, and when she asked to name her by
her chosen female name, the doctors stopped to address her
?RÐ?JJ Ð'RÐU?QÐQMÐFSKGJG?RGLEÐRF?RÐ)GP?ÐJC̃ÐRFCÐPMMK Ð̃CPÐRF?R Ð
a hospital psychologist advised Kira to write an application of
voluntary transferal to a psychiatric hospital. Kira agreed; at the
new hospital, she was treated professionally and politely91.
• Irina, a transgender woman, was refused medical service in
one of Saint Petersburg’s medical centers: the doctors did not
believe that the documents were hers. When Irina explained that
QFCÐU?QÐ?ÐRP?LQUMK?L ÐQFCÐU?QÐRMJBÐRMÐ£.GQQÐM˾ ÐDPC?I¤92.

The situation of the transgender community in Saint
Petersburg was strongly aggravated by the dissemination of the
dismissed Doctor Isayev’s diagnostic commission on the basis
of Saint Petersburg State Medical University. Now, transgender
persons do not have access to quick and professional
diagnostics and are forced to delay their transition or travel to
other cities to be diagnosed. The Monitoring Program has also
documented a case when a surgeon, in fear of persecution,
refused to conduct surgery (mastectomy) and to give a surgery
 The description is based on an interview with the victim, the witness of the
incident and the victim’s lawyer.
 The description is based on an interview with the victim.
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ACPRG˿A?RCÐ RMÐ RP?LQECLBCPÐ K?LÐ UFMÐ F?BÐ @CCLÐ BG?ELMQCBÐ UGRFÐ
“Transsexualism” by Isayev’s commission.
Access to hormonal treatment for transmaculine individuals
has also been compromised. In autumn 2015, all steroid
healthcare products were included to the List of Regulated
Medications. Legal regulations concerning pharmaceutical
business were altered and became more complicated.
Consequently, many pharmacies stopped the distribution
of medications containing testosterone. As a result, few
NF?PK?AGCQÐQCJJGLEÐRCQRMQRCPMLCÐKCBGA?RGMLQÐ?PCÐJC̃ÐGLÐRFCÐAGRW Ð
In the end of 2015, the average price of «Omnadren», the most
accessible androgen medication popular among transmasculine
persons undergoing hormonal treatment, increased greatly93.
The change of dosage form, along with the introduction of new
proscription regulations, has led to a situation when transgender
persons have to obtain a new proscription for every ampoule
(which implies a visit to an endocrinologist every two or three
UCCIQ Ð KMQRÐ M̃CLÐ GLÐ AMKKCPAG?JÐ KCBGA?JÐ ACLRCPQ Ð 2?IGLEÐ
into account that transgender persons undergoing hormone
replacement therapy are assigned to the medicine for a lifetime
and a pause in the therapy may cause damage to their health,
this situation is alarming.

 Compared to the situation in the beginning of 2015 (when a package of 5
ampoules had cost 500 rubles / 7 Euro at an average), in the end of 2015 the medication
has risen 8 times (the new dosage form, where the package contains a single ampoule,
costs 800 rubles / 11 Euro at an average).
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Limited Family Rights
*% 2/'ÐNCPQMLQÐPCK?GLÐTSJLCP?@JCÐGLÐRFCÐ˿CJBÐMDÐD?KGJWÐPGEFRQ Ð
In Saint Petersburg, as in other regions of Russia, same-sex
couples cannot legitimize their relationship through marriage or
civil partnership, and thus lack access to family rights. Also, the
Monitoring Program has documented cases of denial to license
child adoption on the grounds of sexual orientation, as well as
BCLG?JQÐ@WÐ!GTGJÐ0CEGQRPWÐ-́ACQÐRMÐPCEGQRCPÐBGTMPACÐ?LBÐA?PPWÐMSRÐ
a wedding ceremony for a couple of a cisgender woman and a
transgender woman, regardless of a masculine gender marker
in transwoman’s documents.
• In autumn 2015, Kseniya was denied the license to adopt a
child; informally the authorities acknowledged that her sexual
orientation was the reason of refusal. For years, Kseniya had
been in stable partnership with Elena, and the women made a
decision to bring up the child together. Kseniya went through all
the procedures necessary for adoption: a medical commission,
psychological evaluation, a series of several months’ training
at a foster parent school and inspection by state guardianship
and custodianship authorities. Throughout the process, Kseniya
U?QÐM̃CLÐ?QICBÐGL?NNPMNPG?RCÐOSCQRGMLQÐ?@MSRÐFCPÐFC?JRFÐ?LBÐ
marital status. The doctors and psychologists consistently
asked Kseniya why she did not want to give birth herself,
where her male partner was and why he did not participate in
the adoption process. Kseniya understood that revealing her
sexuality might become an obstacle for obtaining the adoption
license. She decided to use a legend: for the authorities, she was
GLÐ ?Ð N?PRLCPQFGNÐ UGRFÐ ?Ð K?LÐ UFMÐ M̃CLÐ RP?TCJCBÐ ?LBÐ AMSJBÐ LMRÐ


N?PRGAGN?RCÐGLÐRFCÐNPMACQQÐRFCPCDMPCÐ)QCLGW?ÐE?GLCBÐOS?JG˿A?RGMLÐ
for adoption as a single mother. Kseniya had an impression
that throughout the consultations in the foster parent school
and during the inspection, she was being forced to confess her
sexual orientation. In particular, the psychologist asked her
questions about her hairstyle and clothes. She also demanded
for a photo and contacts of Kseniya’s alleged male partner.
)QCLGW?ÐPCDSQCB Ð?LBÐ?̃CPÐQMKCÐRFCÐRGKCÐRFCÐES?PBG?LQFGNÐ?LBÐ
ASQRMBG?LQFGNÐ?ECLAWÐBCLGCBÐFCPÐRFCÐJGACLQCÐRMÐ?BMNR ÐḾAG?JJWÐ
on the ground of her “psychological unpreparedness”. When
Kseniya asked about the reasons of this decision, the agency’s
representative told her: “There is a nuance - we think that you
have a non-traditional sexual orientation”. Kseniya is going to
appeal to the court94.
• Irina, a transgender woman, was denied the right to divorce
@WÐ ?Ð !GTGJÐ 0CEGQRPWÐ -́AC Ð 'LÐ  Ð 'PGL?Ð F?BÐ K?PPGCBÐ ?LMRFCPÐ
woman, which was legally possible since Irina, despite of
her female appearance and gender identity, still had her old
documents with the male gender marker. The de facto samesex marriage received broad Media coverage as “two brides’
wedding” and induced aggressive reaction from homophobic
policymakers, including deputy Milonov. In March 2015, Irina
and her wife broke up. When they arrived to the Admiralteysky
"GQRPGARÐ !GTGJÐ 0CEGQRPWÐ -́ACÐ RMÐ F?LBÐ GLÐ RFCÐ BGTMPACÐ ?NNJGA?RGML Ð
RFCÐḾACPQÐPCAMELGXCBÐRFCKÐ?LBÐQ?GBÐ£2FGQÐD?KMSQÐAMSNJCÐF?QÐ
already come to divorce”. However, they refused to divorce the
women, claiming that Irina’s passport did not correspond with
her appearance and therefore the document was not hers. She
U?QÐDMPACBÐRMÐEMÐRMÐ?ÐBG˾CPCLRÐ!GTGJÐ0CEGQRPWÐ-́AC ÐBPCQQCBÐ?QÐ?Ð
man and concealing her transgender status.
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• In November 2015, Irina faced problems with the Civil
0CEGQRPWÐ-́ACÐ?E?GL ÐUFCLÐQFCÐBCAGBCBÐRMÐK?PPWÐDMPÐ?ÐQCAMLBÐ
RGKC Ð 5FCLÐ 'PGL?Ð ?LBÐ FCPÐ ˿?LAhCÐ ?NNJGCBÐ DMPÐ K?PPG?EC Ð RFCÐ
5CBBGLEÐ .?J?ACÐ QR?˾Ð K?BCÐ RP?LQNFM@GAÐ AMKKCLRQÐ ?LBÐ
demanded that Irina “wear clothes appropriate for this venue”.
'PGL?ÐF?BÐ?LÐGKNPCQQGMLÐRF?RÐRFCÐQR?˾ÐU?QÐPCJSAR?LRÐRMÐ?AACNRÐFCPÐ
?NNJGA?RGMLÐ RFCÐ AMSNJCÐ U?QÐ PCNC?RCBJWÐ RP?LQDCPPCBÐ RMÐ BG˾CPCLRÐ
QR?˾ÐKCK@CPQÐUFMÐUCPCÐAMLQSJRGLEÐC?AFÐMRFCPÐMLÐUFCRFCPÐMPÐ
not to accept the marriage application. The process took longer
RF?LÐ ?LÐ FMSP Ð @SRÐ RFCÐ ?NNJGA?RGMLÐ U?QÐ ˿L?JJWÐ ?AACNRCB Ð 5FCLÐ
Irina, dressed in formal suit, her bride and their guests arrived
to the marriage ceremony, they were repeatedly transferred to
BG˾CPCLRÐ QR?˾Ð KCK@CPQÐ ?E?GLÐ ?LBÐ RFCÐ UCBBGLEÐ U?QÐ BCJ?WCB Ð
When the time for the ceremony came, the women were asked
RMÐCLRCPÐRFCÐF?JJ Ð@SRÐGLQRC?BÐMDÐAMLBSARGLEÐRFCÐACPCKMLW ÐQR?˾Ð
members just asked the brides to sign necessary papers. The
UMKCLÐ UCPCÐ LMRÐ BCAJ?PCBÐ QNMSQCQÐ ?LBÐ UCPCÐ LMRÐ M˾CPCBÐ RMÐ
exchange rings. When Irina asked why there was no ceremony,
the Palace representative answered: “We decided it would be
better for us and for you” and added rudely: “You have already
F?BÐWMSPÐACPCKMLW¤ Ð1R?˾ÐKCK@CPÐ?JQMÐRFPC?RCLCBÐ'PGL?ÐRMÐA?JJÐ
the police if she and her wife did not leave because they were
QSNNMQCBJWÐ BGQRSP@GLEÐ NS@JGAÐ NC?AC Ð 'PGL?Ð ?QICBÐ DMPÐ ?LÐ ḾAG?JÐ
written denial, but was rudely refused95.
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Recommendations
To the Saint Petersburg
Human Rights Ombudsman

 Ð 2MÐ NPMKMRCÐ C˾CARGTCÐ GLTCQRGE?RGML Ð NPMQCASRGMLÐ ?LBÐ
punishment of all act of violence based on the sexual orientation
and/or gender identity of the victim, and actions intended to
incite hatred or enmity, or to humiliate a person or a group of
people on the grounds of their relation to LGBTQI community,
UGRFÐ OS?JG˿A?RGMLÐ MDÐ RFCÐ KMRGTCÐ MDÐ F?RPCBÐ GLÐ QSAFÐ APGKCQ Ð 'LÐ
particular, to promote recognition of LGBTQI persons as a
social group protected under the Criminal Code in order to
E?GLÐRFCÐOS?JG˿A?RGMLÐMDÐRFCÐKMRGTCÐMDÐF?RPCBÐ?QÐ?LÐ?EEP?T?RGLEÐ
circumstance or characterizing indicia;
2. To continue to promote and support dialogue between the
representatives of the LGBTQI communities of the region and
the city authorities (including law enforcement agencies), for
example, through joining round tables or trilateral meetings;
3. To promote dialogue between representatives of
RP?LQECLBCPÐ AMKKSLGRGCQÐ ?LBÐ !GTGJÐ 0CEGQRPWÐ -́ACQÐ ˿PQRÐ ?LBÐ
DMPCKMQR ÐRFCÐ!GTGJÐ0CEGQRPWÐ-́ACÐ!MKKGRRCCÐMDÐ1?GLRÐ.CRCPQ@SPEÐ
Government) to ensure the establishment of legal gender
recognition procedure adhering to international standards;
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4. To continue to include data on discrimination on grounds
of sexual orientation and/or gender identity as well as other
human rights abuses against members of LGBTQI communities
and their allies in the Ombudsman’s annual report.

To the Committee on Legality, Public Order
and Safety of the Saint Petersburg Government

1. To ensure the possibility to hold peaceful public events in
support of the human rights of LGBTQI persons;
2. To refrain from groundless refusals (including refusals
on grounds of the “propaganda law”) to approve the holding of
such public events, to refrain from creating other administrative
barriers for holding peaceful public events in support of LGBTQI.

To law enforcement agencies

1. To ensure the investigation, prosecution and punishment
of all acts of violence motivated by sexual orientation and/or
gender identity of the victim, as well as acts aimed at inciting
hatred or enmity, as well as humiliation of a person or a group of
people on the grounds of their relation to the LGBTQI community;
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 Ð2MÐSQC ÐGLÐAJ?QQG˿A?RGMLÐ?LBÐBCRCPKGL?RGMLÐMDÐNSLGQFKCLRÐ
for such acts, provisions of the Criminal Code of Russia on the
motive of hatred or hostility toward a social group;
3. To ensure the safety and possibility for assemblies that
relate to issues of sexual orientation and/or gender identity,
including festivals, rallies and pickets;
 Ð2MÐGLQRPSARÐJ?UÐCLDMPACKCLRÐḾACPQ ÐUGRFÐRFCÐFCJNÐMDÐ*% 2/'Ð
communities, on respectful behavior towards LGBTQI persons
RMÐNPCTCLRÐTGMJCLRÐ?LBÐFSKGJG?RGLEÐ@CF?TGMPÐMDÐRFCÐNMJGACÐḾACPQÐ
towards LGBTQI persons and transgender persons in particular.

To the courts
 Ñ2MÑAMLQGBCP ÑGLÑPCQMJTGLEÑQNCAĞAÑA?QCQÑMLÑ*% 2/'ÑGQQSCQ
a) The decision of the Constitutional Court of Russia of September
23, 2014 # 24-p (in particular, “sexual orientation as such cannot
@CÐ?ÐT?JGBÐAPGRCPGMLÐDMPÐCQR?@JGQFGLEÐBG˾CPCLACQÐGLÐRFCÐJCE?JÐQR?RSQÐ
of a person and a citizen”; “LGBTQI persons can be viewed as
a social group protected from hatred and discrimination by
JCEGQJ?RGTCÐNPMTGQGMLQ ÐGLAJSBGLEÐRFCÐBKGLGQRP?RGTCÐ-˾CLACÐ!MBCÐ
of Russia and the Criminal Code of Russia”);
b) Recommendations on the rights of LGBTQI (hate crimes and
hate speech, freedom of assembly and freedom of expression,
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application of the “propaganda law” etc.) made by the United
Nations treaty bodies established in accordance with the
GLRCPL?RGML?JÐRPC?RGCQÐP?RG˿CBÐ@WÐRFCÐ0SQQG?LÐ$CBCP?RGML ÐGLAJSBGLEÐ
recommendations of the UN Committee on the Rights of the
Child, the UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination
Against Women, the UN Human Rights Committee (in particular,
the need for recognition of LGBTQI as a social group protected
by the Criminal Code).

 Ñ'LÑPCQMJTGLEÑA?QCQÑMLÑJCE?JÑECLBCPÑPCAMELGRGML
a) To refrain from stipulation of one or more surgical interventions
as a necessary requirement for legal gender reassignment,
taking into consideration relevant court decisions in other
regions of Russia and international human rights standards;
b) To put into practice Article 8 of the European Convention
of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, which states,
in correspondence with the practice of the European Court
of Human Rights, the need for protection of the right to legal
gender reassignment as a part of the right to respect for private
JGDC Ð?LBÐRFCÐLCACQQGRWÐMDÐRFCÐAF?LECÐMDÐGBCLRG˿A?RGMLÐBMASKCLRQÐ
if there are medical evidences of gender reassignment;
c) To ensure the existence of a quick and accessible procedure
of legal gender recognition through the court, which includes
OS?JG˿CBÐ ?LBÐ DSJJÐ NPCN?P?RGMLÐ MDÐ RFCÐ A?QCÐ ?LBÐ PCDP?GLGLEÐ DPMKÐ
excessive procedural actions such as medical examination
UFCLÐRFCÐNCPQMLÐGLÐOSCQRGMLÐF?QÐKCBGA?JÐACPRG˿A?RCQÐMDÐECLBCPÐ
reassignment, and to ensure prompt execution of court rulings.
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To educational institutions

1. To provide measures for the protection of the labor rights of
educational workers who are members of LGBTQI communities,
or their supporters;
2. To disallow persecution, harassment and dismissal of
educational workers who are members of LGBTQI communities,
or their supporters, in particular through prohibition of usage
of para. 8 of Article 81 of the Labor Code of Russia in cases of
the employee’s dismissal on the ground of his or her sexual
orientation and/or gender identity.

2MÍRFCÍ!GTGJÍ0CEGQRPWÍ-˔ACÍ!MKKGRRCC

1. To ensure prompt, accessible and transparent legal
gender recognition procedure for transgender individuals by
administrative means;
2. To ensure the access of transgender individuals to marriage
and divorce procedures in accordance with their legal gender
without discrimination on the ground of their gender identity,
gender expression or appearance.
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To medical specialists working
with transgender persons

1. To ensure access of transgender individuals to medical
services through training of specialists, both in private and
EMTCPLKCLR?JÐ KCBGA?JÐ GLQRGRSRGMLQ Ð MLÐ RFCÐ QNCAG˿AÐ LCCBQÐ
transgender people, and through the facilitation of appointments
with private doctors when hormonal medication proscriptions
are needed;
2. To prevent involuntary hospitalization and other
unnecessary measures towards transgender individuals and to
prevent denial of medical services on the ground of a person’s
gender identity or discrepancy between their appearance and
documents.

To state guardianship
and custodianship authorities

To prevent denials to grant licenses for adoption, guardianship
and foster parenting on the ground of sexual orientation or
gender identity.
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To Non-Government Organizations

To include aspects related to sexual orientation and gender
identity in their programs, projects and events, with the
participation of members of LGBTQI communities or LGBTQI
organizations of the city.

To the Trade Unions

To include aspects related to sexual orientation and gender
identity in their programs, projects and events, with the
participation of members of LGBTQI communities or LGBTQI
organizations of the city and to take measures to protect LGBTQI
persons from workplace discrimination.
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